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An aii-British product which is
designed, constructed and tested to
such high standards that its life,
its dependability and its performance can be guaranteed for at 1east
three years.
Exceptionally high
primary inductance; self- capa~ity
and primary voltage drop reduced
to a minimum-here at least is a
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expert and delights the amateur.
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A NEW "A.W." RECEIVER

!'A •w•"

A Set for Hikers
OFFERS this week an
excellent companion for
cross-country tramps l It is a little selfcontained set which can be strapped on the
back and will give B.B.C. reception, no
matter where the hike may encl. Full
details are in the middle pages this week.

'' A.W.'' IN SCOTLAND
At the Falk:rk Station
HEN the new Falkirk station was
gi,·en its informal opening, "A.\V."
representatives went up to Scotland at the
invitation of the B.B.C., and a special article
on the Scottish Regional transmitter is
given on page 947· The presence of a highpower station micl'''ay between Glasgow

W

READY FOR

ASSISTANT EDITOR:

H.CORBISHLEY.

and Edinburgh will revolutionise Scottish
broadcasting and, incidentally, provide a
strong signal in London. The umbrella
type aerial of Falkirk radiates well.

casting House, a senior B.B.C. musician
remarked : "This has transformed wireless
reproduction from a copy to the real thing l ·•
So great is the enthusiasm for the new
"mike," which is of the condenser :ype.
that it was hastily rushed over to No. xo
I.B.U. MEETING AT MONTREUX studio for last Sunday's concert. Did
TARTING on June 1 is the annual you notice the improvement?
meeting of the International Broadcasting Union, attended by B.B.C. representaBETTER BROADCAST QUALITY
tins including Admiral Carpenclale and Mr.
INCE the change-over from Savor
Noel Ashbriclge. At this meeting the usual
Hill to Broadcasting House took
routine matters are being discussed, and it is
expected that final comments on the forth- place there has been a great improvement
in the quality of the transmissions. largely
coming .Madrid conference will be made.
on account of tlie better acoustics, but also
through the extensive use of condenser
WONDERFUL NEW " MIKE "
microphones, which are now used almost
all the time for musical items.
At Broadcasting House
FTER hearing the new \Vestern
VAL ROSING'S ABSENCE
Electric microphone recently at BroadJ ENRY HALL'S broadcasts during the
. 1 last week have beon clone without Val
Eosin g. the new band's vocalist. He has been
THE BIRDIES!
do\nl with tonsilitis, and during his absence,
Jack Plant, of the Savoy Orpheans, has
clcputisccl; so has Frank \Vilson, the trumpeter.

S

S

A
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ULTRA-SHORT TRANSMISSIONS
On Seven lVIetres
LREADY the aerials for the 7-metrc
transmitter are on top of Broadcasting House. These are of the half-wave
type, consisting of vertical wires suspended
between a short horizontal span. The
transmitter is also getting on, and is
now ready for power and circuit tests.
Questioned as to the probable elate of test
transmissions, the short-wave expert said :
"\Ve shan't be long now!" On the contrary-ultra short l

A

ECHO ANSWERS NO!
O good are the acoustics of the new
studios at Broadcasting House that up
to the present not one of the seven small echo
studios has been utilised. Apparently the
amount of echo, or more accurately reverberation period, is just right without the
need for artificial echo.

S

B.B.C. engineers busy fixing up the microphones for the nightingale broa-dcast from
Pangbourne, in Berkshire

NEXT WEEK: AN ALL-ELECTRIC TWO AT A REMARKABLY LOW PRICE !

~maW&r w~
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[NEWS·&· G.OSSIP·oFTHE·WEEK
THOSE FIVE LIGHTS
IN THE NORTH
ISITORS to Broadcasting House have
Droitwich Tests
commented on the five coloured lights
ESTS of sites around ,Droitwich
above each studio door. Each has a definite
message. Red means transmission in prohave now been completed by B.B.C.
gress; blue means that a rehearsalisgoingon; engineers, who are at the moment compargreen is a cue light, warning the occupants ing their field -strength measurements before
of the studio that their turn is next; white making a final choice. The new site will
means that the control room is calling; and accommodate the super-power long-wave
finally yellow means that the studio is National station, as well as a so-kilowatt
booked.
transmitter for Midland Regional.

V

T

ALDERSHOT TATTOO

TRAIN AND PLANE RADIO

A Good Outside Broadcast
A New Record
EAR after year B.B.C. engineers have
HILE "A.W." representatives were
had to lay new cables under the arena for
testing reception conditions in Glaslhe relay of the tattoo at Aldershot. But gow last week-end, they saw the giant
this year, thanks to precautions taken last Imperial Airways liner Heracles, in which
year, the existing cables will serve. They passengers flying up to Renfrew were able
consist of armoured cable buried a foot or to speak by wireless to the Flying Scotsmore in the ground, and tests show that man. Two-way conversation between train
after a year they are still as good as when and aeroplane was achieved for the first
first laid.
time. Automatic volume control was used,
so that there was practically no fading.
It is understood that secret tests were made
TELEVISION AT THE B.B.C.
for several weeks before the final demonstration.
From the New Studios

W

Y

R

EGULAR transmissions of Baird teleRADIO AIR DANCING
vision will shortly cease from the B.B.C.
during the moving of the apparatus from
NOTHER kind of adventure in the
air is being carried out by Flight-Lieut.
~o. 10 studio to Broadcasting House. The
small BB studio in the basement has been Turner Hughes, who is flying a Camperappropriated for television experiments, Swift aeroplane in Sir Alan Cobham's air
which ''ill be carried out by B. B.C. engineers. display, which is now touring the country.
By means of a short-wave set in the 'plane;·
Turner Hughes can listcu to music broa(lMUSIC HALL PROGRAMME
ACK FRYER, one of the B.B.C.'s oldest
producers, is trying out the musichall idea in a special programme to be
broadcast from No. I o studio on June I r.

A

J

!-continued

cast from the ground and make the machine
loop, roll, and spin in time with tlw aerodrome dance band !

A CRYSTAL- WORKED SPEAKER

Doing Without Magnets !

I

~

a new Midget set which has been produced by Newark engineers, a crystaloperated speaker is used. Vibration of
rcclielle salt crystals when under voltaae
strain is used to work the speaker di~
phragm. This is a very old radio principle
now coming to light again and it will be
interesting to see if the American engineers
have managed to get more volume out of
this type of speaker than was possible in the
old clays in laboratory experiments.

A ROYAL INSPECTION
ROBABLY in July, therewillbeaRoyal
inspection of Broadcasting House; it is
hoped that His Majesty the King will l:e
present, with other members of the Royal
Family. Meanwhile, three cLays in. June
arc being set aside for visits by 6oo members
of the House of Commons.

P

TOO MANY S.O.S. CALLS ?

Cutting Them Down
r}-...Hl~ B.B.C. is rather concerned ,~ith the
great increase in the number of S.O.S.
messages 'it is called upon to broadcast, and
\Ye understand that the whole question oi
·
special sen·ice broadcastiug is uncle1
review.
The trouble is that the variou"
minorities cat"erecl for by the many
special bulletins are apt to bccom~
extremely vocal \Yhen •any attempt
is made to curtail such broadcasts.
But the axe is in the air !
·

AN' "O.B."' DAY
ATCHDAY afternoon, June 25,
will provide listeners '.vith a succession of high lights in outsidL·
broadcasts. First, an eye-witnes'
account of the Test Match, England
v. All India, by Howard Marshal!,
\vill be relayed from Lor:l's Cricl,et
Ground. A running commentary on
the Shclsley Vv'alsh Hill Climbing Trials follows; then a commentary on the sailing nf
\I. V. Georgic will he relayed from Liverpool,
via North Ecgional; next comes ·:he popular
annual event, a running commentary on the
Hoyal Air Force Pageant from Hendon and
finally a commentary by Captain H. B. T.
Wakelam and Colonel H. H. Brand on the
All-England lawn tennis championship
meeting at \\'imblcdon.

S

~~:~:Ff!~~~=~~~~IJ:a;~r~<a~~~~h radio co~versation .was recently possible
between the "Flying Scotsman

an Imperial 'Airways air liner. (Inset) the

transmitter in fhe train

A recital of organ music by modern
German composers is to be played by
Herbert \Vesterby on the organ of the
Grosvenor Hall, Belfast, on June 17.
Percy Fletcher's suite,'' Sylvan Scenes,"
is to be played by the Belfast Wireless
Orchestra in a concert of hght music
which \Yill be broadcast on the afternoon
Df June 16
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This station, the latest in the
B.B.C. Regional Scheme, is now
working on 376·4 metres during
programme hours

At the invitation of the B. B. C. our special Commissioner visited the new Westerglen
station last Friday. This description of the latest addition to the Regional Scheme will
interest listeners all over the country
·
,...l"'HE new Scottish Regional Station, of the cn;;ineers that the actual improvewhen it gets into its full swing, will ments are of a minor nature, and the main
revolutionise wireless reception in Scotland, outline of the twin transmitters I recently
and so I accepted the B.B.C. invitation to saw at \Vesterglen is the same as that of
visit the \\'esterglen transmitter with the two preceding stations.
more than nsual interest. Also, as this is
The station is built of local grey stone,
the third 6o-kilowatter in the B.B.C. striking a characteristic note. The station
Regional Scheme chain I was anxious to plan is roughly that of Brookmans Park.
The aerials, of course,
are vastly different.
There are only two
masts. Each supports
an umbrella type of
aerial consisting of
three cables stretched
from the top of the
masts to points near
the ground.
There
are the usual twin
feeder lines running
out to each aerial, and
the familiar little white
stone huts at the foot
of each mast, housing
the aerial coupling
transformer.
The site is about
soo feet above sea
level. The masts are
soo feet high. It is
not to be wondered
at that there is a good
signal. H.ed lights glow
The transmitter hall at the new Scottish Regional station
at night above the
make comparisons between Brookmans masts as a warning to aircraft. Four
Park, North Regional and \Vesterglen.
pillars of insulating
B.B.C. engineers spent many months in material keep the masts
the district trying out possible radiation abo,·e earth potential,
centres with the travelling Yan transmitter, as this avoids mast
and they have certainly chosen a good "shadow "which creates
site at \Vesterglen. The new station is a directional effect. Beon very high ground overlooking the busy fore going into the statown of Falkirk.
There are certainly tion building I was
more houses in the immediate neighbour- shown the Yalve waterhood than there are at Slaithwaite or cooling
arrangements
Potters Bar, and these people will already which are like those
he experiencing a wipe-out unless special at Brookmans Park,
methods are adopted. The station is it not being considered
about thirty miles out of Edinburgh, and. ne c·e ss a r y to conis about half-,vay to Glasgow, though not struct a huge water
in the direct path.
pool as was done at
Slaithwaite.
The Most Up-to-date Station
The main building
In every way the latest B.B.C. "baby" comprises the engine
is an improvement on the London and room, battery room,
Northern stations, as the B.B.C. has, of machine room, and
course, gained much experience in the transmitter hall. In
actual working of the existing centres. addition there are the
It is nevertheless a tribute to the foresight _ same type of control

rooms, store rooms, offices and test roonH
as at the other two stations.
· At the moment only the Regional side
of the transmitter is working; that is, the
set of panels and control desk on the right
of the hall approaching from the entrance.
The familiar tall windows of the London
station transmitter hall are missing. The
room is lighted from a dome in the roof,
and the engineer in charge said that thi:i
reduced dazzle and eye strain.

Ample Checking Equipment
Scottish Regional is being subjected to
stringent tests. At each control desk there
are the main meters showing the water-flow,
main H.T. voltages, drive and modulator
voltages. A reading of all the main indicators is taken every hour, while the trammitter is working, and full entries are made
in a log book. Each of the big water-cooled
valves I saw, has its own H.T. volts and
grid bias meters. The need for these was
explained by the fact that when these
valves become "soft" after many hours'
working, the reading on the local H.T
meter will drop, and the fault will be
indicated at once.
There are the usual precautions against
breakdown, and against the operators
getting fatal electrical shocks. In every
valve stage except the last, span3 valves
can be brought in simply at the touch of
(Continued at foot of next pagz)
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WHAT IT IS FOR

The .Differential Reaction Condenser
.

HE reaction cond-enser is only a part constant anode by-pass z••itho-ut the need reaction condenser. The moving plates
are connected to earth, one fixed-plate
of the complete reaction circuit in for a separate fixed condenser.
In fact, the differential reaction con- connection goes to the reaction coil and
the usual coil-and-condenser ·arrangement. Looking at Fig. r you will see that denser is really two condensers, consist- the other J1xcc\ plate connection goes to
the reaction condenser is connected in ing of two sets of fixed plates and a the anode.
It is easiest to consider the differential
series with the reaction coil across the common set of moving plates. The conanode and earth. The reaction coil .is denser is so built that as the moving as two separate condensers, one being
coupled by afixed degree to the tuning plates come out of mesh with one set of the anode by-pas~ CA and the other being
coil, and the amount of high-frequency fixed plates, they go into mesh by the the reaction condenser R\. As the plates
current :flowing through the reaction same amount with the remaining set of .\ engage with the plates B, the reaction
condenser capacity is insystem is controlled by the
creased, and more current will
setting of the reaction
tl o ,,, through the reaction
condenser.
system_ At the same time,
It will be appreciated that
though, the plates .\ wiiJ be
whtCn the plates of the reaction
coming away from the plates
condenser are out of meshc, so that the anode by-pass
minimum capacity-the curcapacity will be decreased.
rent fl owing through the
Actually the by - p a s s of
reaction system is practically
high-frequency current to
nil. But for various reasons
earth will be constant, because
·we must see that some of the
. DIFFERENTIRL
RNODE
what is lost through L\ wJl be
high-frequency current is by- RERCTION
made up through the coil and
passed to earth, irrespective CONDSR.
REFICT/ON
BY-PRSS
of the reaction requirements. These two circuits show the main function of reaction and anode by-pass R\. Conversely, when the
For this reason there is circuits used with the detector. Fig. I shows bow a normal type of reaction reaction capacity BA is reu~ually an addition;J] capacity candenser is used with a fixed by-pass condenser. Fig. 2 shows how a differen- duced, thus redll(jng the
tial type of reaction condenser obviates the need tor the fixed condenser.
amount of reaction applied to
fitte<l between the anode and
the tuning coil, the anode by-pass
ea1th, as indicated by the fixed con- fixed plates_
denser of Fig. I. \Vith this in circuit
This means that the capacity of one capacity C\ \Yill be increased.
The usual capacity for a reaction conthere is always suHicient anode by-pass condenser circuit can be decreased by the
of high-frequency current to earth to same amount the cap_<ccity of the other denser is between .0001- and .ooo3en~ure good detection.
condenser circuit is increased. Such a microfarad, and these values may be used
Which brings us to what the differen- condition is eminently useful in a reac- with the differential type of condenser.
tial reaction condenser is for. Look at tion circuit, as can be seen from a study While a .ooor-microiarad might give
;unple reaction, this might not be
Fig. 2. which sho\\ s this special type of of the Fig. 2 arrangement.
condenser m circuit. The main function
Here is shown one of several possible enough for eft1cient anode by-passing.
of the differential is to provide the ways of connecting up a differential
HOTSPOT.

T

"'A.W.' VISITS THE NEW SCOT- take an A.C. supply direct. The effectiye practically nil. The machines, of course,
answer came that taking into account all arc immense. There are three of them
TISH REGIONAL "
(Culitinued from preceding page)
a switch contFOl. In some of the panels
this single switch is time-lagged, and brings
in the filament, grid and high-voltage
circuits in their proper order, giving the
filament of the reserve valve time to warm
up before the working H.T. voltage is
switched on. The panels are interlocked
so that no electrically live parts can be
touched while the power is on. Immediately
the interlocking switches are turned off, the
safety doors can be opened. All the main
condensers arc automatically "shorted" and
discharged, too, so that even this danger is
removed.
Atove the hall are the emergency studio
and test room. Special cables connect the
station with Glasgow and Edinburgh, w
that the studio will nom1ally be used only
for testing. The apparatus testing room
is now being fitted out. It will have a
relay receiver for use on the National
programme from 5XX if the landlines
break down and cathode-ray oscillograph
testing apparatus.
Before going through to the machine and
Diesel engine rooms I asked the engineer
why the B.B.C. had installed generating
}llant when the high-voltage cables of the
grid system run right by the Westerglen
site, and it would have been possible to

one being for each transmitter, and th~
third as a spare. Little pipes run from
parts of each machine to meters near the
safety railings which surround them_
These are remote-reading thermometer;
which tell if the hearings arc run 1.ing hot_
The remote readings arc necessary because
the safety gates cannot be opened for the
Big Oil Engines
control man to get at a generator without
Four heavy-oil engines give the power the _power energising supply being autofor the ''"hole station_ These provide the matrcallv cut oH.
heating as well as the electrical power and
A cl{at with an Edinburgh B.B.C.
lighting, for the exhaust gas is used to heat Station official told me what plans are in
a small water boiler ! These huge engines store \\-hen Scottish Regional is in full
drive 230-volt direct-current generators, programme operation in a week or so_
and in another part of the building this The service area of Falkirk wiU enable
230-volt supply is stepped up or down by the B.B.C. to shut clmn1 the Glasgow,
rotary converters for each circuit. In the Edinburgh and
Dundee transmitters.
battery room there are 2,ooo-a.h. storage Westerglen was working on 376.4 metres
batteries which are capable of taking oyer on the occasion of my Yisit, and I am told
the job of running the whole station.
that the Xational will he on 288.5 metres.
The big water-cooled valves want I 2,ooo \Vesterglen is now working with its normal
volts H.T.1
That has been a problem, power, but I saw that there was one vah-e
because while it is easy to build a dynamo spare in each of the final push-pull sections_
giving this voltage when the current is
Altogether Westerglen impresses one as
small, there are apt to be sparks flying a job thoroughly well done, and as a
when a current of 16 amperes or so is nat"ural development of the experience
wanted ! The engineers have overcome gained with the two preceding stations.
this difficulty by building each machine in B.B.C. engineers who have worked during
four sections with four separate commuta- long and tedious hours to get Westerglen
tors. Each handles 3,ooo volts above the going according to schedule deserve to be
next, so that the risk of "shorts" is congratulated.
'
overheads, running costs and depreciation
of plant, the B.B.C. can manufacture its
own power for only approximately 3,4d.
a unit ! Furthermore, with Diesel engines
and D.C. generators it is possible to have
storage batteries and a consequent means of
preventing breakdown for an hour or more.
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Here is an account, by a cinema engineer, of
how an outside talkie film is made by means of
special portable recording equipment
IGHT has fallen, and Limehouse lies
wrapped in its enveloping folds.
The pitter-pat of Oriental feet has ceased,
and the only sound borne on the still air
is the murmur of the river as it swirls its
oily way past the mysterious and gloomy
craft moored to the shore. Not even the
measured beat of the police patrol can be
heard, and quiet, profound and eerie,
reigns over all. Suddenly, the uncanny
stillness is disturbed by an alien noisethe unwonted silence of that sinister spot
is broken. Away down the river, in the
distance can be heard the" chug-chug" of a
motor-boat. The policeman standing in
the shadow of a doorway pricks up his
ears. The noise does not sound like a
police-launch, and he is curious to know
whence it comes. ]\loving to the edge of
the wharf, a strange sight meets his eyes.

N

lost to view. What
he had just seen, and
failed to recognise at
first, was-a Talkie
O.B.
Let us follow this
strange assortment Checking the modulation in the truck. The back of the power panel
can be seen through the window
down t h e river ·
Round that bend,
·
where \VC had lost sight of them, we find than the rest of the outfit, let us find the
them halted. "O.K., boys?" asks one on recording engineer, and talk to him--<lr
the second boat. "O.K. for me," says an rather persuade him to talk to us.
individual who seems to be nursing the
\Ve find him just emerging from the van
machine-gun- only it isn't a machine in the centre boat, and as operations seem
gun we see--it's a movie camera. "O.K. for to be temporarily suspended, he is quite
sound?" calls the first man to so:neone ready to explain things to us.
else. "O.K." comes the reply. Coming
"This," he begins, "is the part of a
nearer, we see and understand all. The talkie which corresponds to the O.B.
"policemen" are actors all "made-up," in the broadcast programme. As much
and looking just like the real thing. In of the picture as possible is shot in the
studio. It is a very expensive undertaking
to shoot exteriors, and all possible shotseven apparent exterior scenes, are clone
inside, on the" floor." Sometimes, however,
"-c come across scenes that cannot be
faked on a'' set"-such as this one we have
just done. \Ve are doing a down-river
chase by river police of some criminal;;,
and this includes a great amount of
dialogue \Yith a river background."
Compact Amplifiers

AN EXAMPLE OF A TALKIE "O.B." Note the assistant (x) carrying the microphone,
in the centre of the picture. He follows one of the principals in a "tracking" shot, keeping
just out of the range of the camera. The use of the "concentrator" or directional microphone was impracticable in the shot. On a similar occasion, the microphone was carried under
the a5sistant's arm, out of sight, and he was actually in the picture, mingling with the crowd

In the middle of the river, bathed in a
glaring white light is a launch, packed with
policemen. Behind the launch is a
second craft containing more men-strange
men, all silent, gazing with terrific conccntration at the launch in front. Heavens!
Is that a machine-gun in the second boatand what is that in ;t third vessel bringing
up the rear? The policeman on the wharf
is just about to turn and run to the nearest
'phone, when a smile breaks over his face.
His manner relaxes, and he follows with
interest the strange procession till it
passes round a bend in the river and is

the second boat arc the director, camera
men, sound recording engineers, and
property men. They arc all perched up on
top of what appears to be a van-yes, so
it is. It is a van-it must have been
slung on to that boat--they certainly
couldn't drive it along the gangway ...-ery
easily! In the third boat is a second van,
similar to the first, and now v:e see what
we missed before-there is a thick rubbercovered cable connecting the two vans.
Inscriptions on the sides of the vans tell
us that they house all the sound-recording
apparatus, and as this intrigues us more

"On occasions such as this, we use, ot
course, a special portable recording equipment. This is really a replica of the
apparatus used in the studio, mounted in
special vans, or trucks, as we call them.
These particular trucks-which are of
American origin, are made as small as
possible as is compatible with the amount
of gear to be fitted in them.
"The trucks are very handy, and in
spite of their weigl!J; are exceedingly fast
-they will do 6o m.p.h. if necessary, with
perfect safety for the delicate apparatus
inside ! Look inside this one-the recording
truck. You will see there is an amplifier
rack, containing the amplifiers-two sound
recording machines (one for emergency
use), a power control panel, and a complete
set of spares of everything. Six microphones
are carried in special compartments, and
6,ooo feet of film in magazines, to say
nothing of portable amplifiers, microphone
tripods, and a host of accessories. All these
things are stored away in their appropriate
places, ready for use when wanted. The
power for driving the recorder and the
picture cameras is supplied from the power
truck, which is over on the other boat.
"At the back of the truck are six iron
drums of cable. These are used for conm:cting the microphones and camera
(Coulinu:d at foot of 1lCXI page)
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Some Notes on Present-
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:CIUNG the past few weeks, rcceptiQn
conditions on the short waves have
shown a tremendous improvement; at the
time Ql writing, it is quite correct to say
that conditions are better than they have
been at any time since last summer. The
American stations have increased in
strength and a few days ago, the writer
heard the old short-wave favouriteW 2XAD-at a greater strength than at
any. time during the last six months.
WIXAZ, at Boston, working on 31.36
metres, has also been excellent. This
station is on the air every night and generally provides a good alternative to the
programme material heard from the WGY
stations. Faint signals have also been
heard from :what is presumed to be W 3XAU
at Philadelphia on 31.28 metres. The
commercial telephone station at Sydney,
VLK, on 28.8 metres, has also been heard
fairly well in the early mornings.
According to the New York Sun, the
WGY relay stations are now working on· a
new schedule, for the summer months.
\V2XAD on 15.330 kilocycles operates
daily, except Saturday' and Sunday, from
9 to 12. p.m. B.S.T., and on Saturdays and

THE TALKIE "O.B."
(Continued from previous page)
motors to the truck. All connections are
made with multi-pin plugs, so that to
connect up theapparatus for use does not
take more than a few minutes. For
exteri<~r ·work of this nature, it is often
impracticable to have to sling microphones
over the players, as is done in the studio,
and the microphone boom, or derrick, is
too cumbersome to bring with us. In
this case, we use a directional microphone.
This is nothing more than a very large
saucer-shaped structure, measuring up to
6 feet in diameter. It is parabolic in
section, and is exactly like an enlarged
motor head-lamp reflector. In the centre
of this, and at the focal point of the parabola, is mounted an ordinary condenser
microphone facing the reflector.
"The working range of these directional
microphones is considerable. Using the
largest of them, it is possible to pick up
the ticking of a man's wrist-watch at 20 ft!
All that it is necessary to do with this collector is to mount it on the top of the truck,
on a special support, by means of ·which it
can be swivelled round, and the sound is
picked up from wherever it is desired.
"Let us now have a look at the second
truck-the power truck. In here is a
petrol engine, complete with self-starter.
This engine drives two generators, one
giving about 18 volts, and the other
about 130 volts. These are used for
:barging batteries. A bank of accumulators,
totalling uo volts, is used fvr driving the
motor alternator which supplies power for
the machines. This alternator runs in a

day Short-wave Conditions

Sundays transmissions <ne from 7 to 12
p.m. \VzXAF on <).530 kilocycles, is on
daily from I I to 5 a. m. WzXAD t1ses an
aerial system directed· towards Europe,
whilst W zXAF is now using an aerial
system directed towards South America.
The effect of this directive aerial system on
theW zXAF transmitter is to cut the signal
strength down by about half in England.
The directive aerial is apparently not
always in use, ho\vever, as this station is
still occasionally heard at excellent strength.
Effects
The \niter has found that the directive
aerial is apparently in use on the occasions
when the strength of this station's transmitter is approximately equal to that of
WIXAZ. On the occasions when WzXAF
is greatly louder than WIXAZ, it can be
assumed that the directive aerial is not
in use. This year, apparently for the' first
time, the two transmitters, W zXAD and
WzXAF, will both be on the air at the
same time for one hour daily-from r I to
12 p.m. B.S.T.
The Eumpean stations have also been
showing up very well lately. The German

Kurzwellenscnder has recently been heard
coming over at enormous strength on hi'
lower wave of 1<J.737 metres. Reception
of this wavelength is apparently much
clearer than that of the knger \Yave
transmitter, modulation being very mucL
better. This station is apparently working
occasionally simultaneously on both wavelengths.
Of the Russians, Moscow RW59, on
so metres, has been his usual self, and those
who have heard the strength of thi~
station's transmission will know what that
means; IZE~. on 46.6 metres, has also been
very good at times and another station,
presumably RW3KAA at Leningrad, on
36 metres, has also been quite good,
though rather distorted. The mysterious
interference which effectively jammed most
of the transmissions from the R\Y 5'J
station has now apparently ceased.
And so, after about six months of very
poor and unreliable receptior. conditiOJ{s
below 50 metres, it now appears as though
things are going to be considerably brightc:-,
and it is quite possible that we are in for a
summer of rca11y good short-IYave comlitions.

silence cabinet, and is started up with an
automatic starter. If desired, the petrol
engine may be used to start it, the driving
power afterwards being taken from the
batteries. Thus, for working, a cable is
connected between the two trucks, the
alternator is started up, anl we are off.
The power for the picture lighting is
provided by a separate power truck, which,
in the case of to-night's work, is operating
on the shore. All the power for lighting
is direct current, and that for driving the
motors is alternating.
"It is possible to drive the recording
trucks along, with the microphone Qn top,
and the cameras mounted on the tail-board
of the recording truck, and record and
photograph a moving object. For instance,
if you saw the film Sally in ouy Alley, you
may remember that at the beginning of the
picture you see a horse and trap moving
along a country lane, with Sally and her
boy friend sitting talking in the trap.
The dialogue in this case was recorded by
means of these trucks.
"Another 'O.B.' which we did recently
was one in a 'Fun Fair,' near :\Iarbk
Arch. In the picture, The Sign of Four,
the hero and heroine spend some time in
the fun fair, and the girl is eventually
kidnapped there. \Ve took all our apparatus down to the fair, and worked there
several nights, with a special crowd of
extras. The sound trucks were left out
in the street, with cables running into the
fair. Here are two pictures taken on that
occasion, one of the recording truck,
showing an engineer watching the modulation during the shooting of a scene, and

the other showing the interior of the fun
fair, with the special lights that had t• >
be rigged up. In this picture, one of the
recording staff is mingling with the
crowd, ami carrying a microphone.
"On the whole," concludes our informant, "thi~ business of exterior sound
shooting is fraught with very many
difticulties-\Ye have far more preparations
to make, with the camera~ and light'-'.
than the B.B.C. have with its O.Bs.and, as I have said, it is only embarkerl
upon when no other course is open to us.
Last summer we had to spend two week.;
on the Grand Union Canal, near WatfonJ.
There, the business of recording dialogue
spoken on the boats was greatly simplified
by the use of the directional microphone.
Incidentally, our experience on that picture shmYed us that when using thi~
microphone near water, great care wa~
necessary to avoid some unpleasant distortion, causeLl by the reflection of the sound
waves from the surface of the water.
'• \.Yell, things seem. to be moving again,
so I suppose 1 must get busy once more."
Our informant smiles and disappear~
intci the sound truck, and we regretfully
say good-bye. Anyway, .it's late and cold,
and it's more comfortable in bed than
standing about by the river at this time
of night. Let us leave these strange
people, and go home to bed. In a few
months time, \Ye shall see and hear at our
local cinemils just what has been done
to-night, and we shall be surprised to
find that one complete night's work takes
exactly one minute on the screen!
W. H. SWEENY.
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A wonderful new detector valve
for A.C. all mains receivers
Used in A.C. sets having no H.F. stage, the 904V gives
·!;
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0

•I

GRID VOLTAGE

Better selectivity

OPERATING DATA.
Heater Voltage . . . . . . . . 4·0V
Heater Current . . . . . . . . t·OA
Maximum Anode Voltage 200V
CHARACTERISTICS.
Anode Impedance 34,000 ohms
Amplification Factor . . . . . . 7 5
Mutual Conductance(a) At anode volts 100,
Grid volts 0 . . . . . 2·2 mA/V
(b) At anode volts 200,
Grid volts 0 . . . . . 3·0 mAfV

More accurate tuning
Bigger stage gain
Better quality.
The 904V, with its rigid unit construction, is non-microphonic.

MADE

IN

ENGLAND

PRICE 1316
Mullard Valves specified for
the Hiker's Two described in
this issue : Detector . . . . . . P.M.lHL
Power Valve . . . P.M.2A
Advt. The 1\lullard Wireless

THE.• MASTER. ., VALVE
Scrvloe Co.,

Ltd., Mullard

House,

Charing

Cross

Road.

London,

W.C.:z.
ARKS
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Bring Your Music
Out of the Instrument

MARVEL

Get rid of that tunnel effect by fitting the Howe Box
Baffle. No ordinary loud-speaker cabinet i3 entirely
free from resonance and resonance means distortion, a
muffled tone, and unplt;asant "boominess."
The Howe Box Baffle eliminates all resonance and is a
scientific solution to this difficult problem.
The B.B.C. Year Book says : "Actually, the remits
obtained from a loud-speaker thus treated are .
superior to those obtained using a flat baffle."
Any home-constructor can fit a Howe Box Baffle. It
requires no alteration to your set and no technical knowledge. The ·Kit contains full instructions and every
single item required to construct it. Price, includ"
ing royalty, 20/-, delivered free.

--SIZE-2!'' long x 1 f. " wide

Don't put up with faulty reproduction any longer. Ask
~LV~.'>
your dealer or post this coupvil for full particulars
OV<;J~~
to F. McNeill & Co., Ltd., Radio Dept. I,
~0 'S-o c)'.tt..""
16 Lamb's Passage, Btmhill Row, E.C:I.
~ ~,. ~··~~· .·
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An Amazing Offer from

The
li..EWCOS
H.F.CHOKE
(Type M.C.)
Price 216
•

SE LFRI DGE'S

IR•I"·'

Qualities such as those embodied in the
Lewcos Type M.C./H.F. Choke are seldom
found in even more expensive and larger
chokes. Rigorous tests have proved that
maximum choking effect is obtained with ease,
and its small size makes its use especially
suitable where space is limited.
The exceptionally low price of this component
has already established it as a permanent
favourite amongst both experts and amateurs.

RADIO DEPARTMENT
,---------·-----·
I
I

l SELFRIDGE'S PRICE l

J

!15'6!
I

r
I

ca••l··•· ~

LEWCOS Spaghetti Resistances are suitable
for any circuits, being made in 18 different
values, and are obtainable at prices ranging
from 9d. to 1/6.

..,

:

Usual price 32,'Will play 2 full

12-inch
electrical
recordings
or 3-4
average 10-inch
records

I
I
I

1
:

f
L
______________ JI

WIRE YOUR SET

' - w i t h Glazite Wire.--Price 6d. per roft. coil.

F.T.

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
CHURCH ROAD LEYTON, LONDON E.10

r

1

500 EDISON BELL ~OTORS
Made of the highest quality materials obtainable. Enhance the
value of any Gramophone, completely silent, 12-inch velvet
covered turntable. Inside or outside Turntable Brake, new
pattern speed indicator, winding key, escutcheon with fibre
brushes, 3 motor holding screws with rubber
and metal washers. (Postage I j9 extra) PRICE
eJ

11! f 6

SELFRIDGE'S

Radio Department, First Floor,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A. W." with Your Order

OXFORD ST, LONDON,W.1.
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OH ! THOSE EXTRA VALVES
URING the present season alone [
have answered lit.erally hundreds of
dc~lopmont of tho miahlo-m"
letters from people who wanted to
valve has been rathC"r interesting.
know how to add a valve to their
\\"ben this type of Yalw was first
existing sets. The desire for a little mQre
marketed it had a considerably
sensitiveness or a little more power is quite
lower mutual concluctancC" than the ordinunderstandable, but many people don't
ary scre-en-grid valve. This was partly
realise tl1at adding a valve means rather
because difficulty was experic-ncC"d by the
more than just providing simply an extra
manufacturers in obtaining an easy graduaYalve holder and a high-frequency or lowtion from the high-sensitivity characterisfrequency circuit to accompany it. The
tics around the- normal working portion of
addition of a valve to a set is often a diffithe valve to the low-sensitiYity tail on
cult business, since it may mean entirely
,,-hich the ,·alve works when the bias is
altering the whole design. If you feel that
increased.
you must add a Yalve, by far the best way
Any sudden change in the characte-ristics
is to build a separate high-frequency unit.
may give rise to rectification, and this
An excellent design was published some
produces the nasty effect known as cross
time ago by AMATEUR \VIRELESS, and I
.modulation. Although the Yah·c- is not
"MONITORING" A RADIO-PLAY
believe that particulars are still available.
really made in two separate units. it
HE transmission of \Yirelt'ss drama is Unless you have a pretty good knowledge
behaves as if it were- two valves conne-cte-d
by no means so simple an affair as of wireless and arc prepared to pull the set
·in paralld, but the characteristics of each
some listeners might imagine. Usu- pretty well to pieces and re-design it, I
must be so arrange-d that they join up
ally the "action" of the play is would strongly advise you against trying
neatly and give a smooth progre-ssion
divided
up betwPPn three or four different to work another valve into your present
from one to. the othC'r.
studios. One is devoted to the principal cabinet. I have seen many a good set
actors and the main dialogue, a second to ruined in this way.
incickntal music, a third to off-stage effects,
INCREASED SENSITIVITY
HE early valves could only approach whilst a fourth is occasionally brought in
A WAY OUT
this ideal with a comparatively to add special depth or resonance to certain
low maximum sc-nsitiYity and thC' passages, and so on. The various rooms ~--HERE is another way out of the
-difficulty which can sometimes be
_
mutual conductance \Yas of the are all linkt'd up to a central control-pahel,
used. If the set whose distance-getorder of one or a little morC'. ThesC' vaiYt's art' which is " monitored " by the producer,
ting powers and vo.lume you want to
quite useful for super-heterodyne se-ts, who fades one in and another out in proper
and multi-stage receivers "·here a large sequence, and generally regulates the increase has only one low-frequency staae
gain per stage is not required, but there dramatic "atmosphere." As soon as one and uses a triode power valYe for the otrtwas an immediate demand for a better studio is out of action, a loud-speaker is put, it is often possible to substitute a pen·
Yalve :for simple sets having only one stage automatically switched in to enable the tode with but slight alterations in the wirof high-frequency amplification. Undt'r performers there to keep in touch with ing. The pentode, though, is rather a queer
these circumstances the difference in \\'hat is going on elsewhere. Altogether Yalve to work and has little ways of ib own.
I 'wulcl certainly recommend that it should
performance \vhen using a multi-mu tube- quite an elaborate ancl tricky busine-ss.
not be used without a choke-filter circuit,
and an ordinary scrt'en-grid va!Ye was so
and if your present loud-speaker is dcsi"ned
marke-d that the manufacturers "·prc
for ?rdinary Yalves, you will rcqui~e a
WHEN
CARRIER
MEETS
CARRIER
forced to make a more sensitivC' type.
kn-ing a maximum slope of between
T is, unfortunately, a common spectal output transformer to enable it to
occurrence, evt'n on a sdective set, do itself justice with a pentod~. Properly
2 and 3·
This has now been done by
sevC'ral of the vah·e makers, and the valves
to get 1\liihlacker in the background used and giYen a fair chance, the pentode is
art: quite satisfactory in use-. In ordinary
of the London Regional programme. capable of enormous amplification and any
sets using relatively inefficient tuning But there is rather a peculiar sequel to shrillness in t~e reproduction is very easily
circuits, the difference betwePn a valve this which can be obscn·ed when the suppressed. Simply w1re straight from the
having a st'nsitiYity of 2 and one of 3 is conditions are favourable. During short anode of the Yalve to earth a small condenbarely noticeable, and the modern high intervals in the Regional programme, ser, ancl a variab~e resistance in series. The
s:ope variable-mu valve can be used in a when the carrier wave is not cut off, condenser may have a Yalue of about
simple receiYer without clanger of any l\liihlacker still remains in the far distance. .002 microfarad and a 5o,ooo-ohm variable
sPrious loss of the signal strength, while But if the Regional shuts down, so that its resistance is suitable. The effect of this
on the- othPr hand it present~ the very' carrier wave is no longer present, then combination is to reduce the relative
useful advantages of smooth \'Oiumc .1\Hihl~cker su~denly jumps . in strength, strength of the high notes and, therefore,
to make the bass more in evidence.
control and improYecl sekctidty.
eYen 1f the tumng of the set 1s left exactly
as it was .
The explanation is to be found in the
SHRILLS AND SQUEAKS
THE CONQUERING SUPER-HET
effect of the Regional carrier on the
T is quite a troublesome point to detector valve. \Vhen both carriers are
UST about a couple of years ago,
decide \\·ho has "normal" hearing pr~sen~. the stronger one "swings" the
when the super-het. was thoroughly
and who has not. Quite apart from gnd btas to and fro, so that the valve is
~npopular in this country, I \vrot~
the mysterious faculty which dis- ~mly al;>le to rectify the weaker progmmmt'
m .these columns that I was quite
tinguishes "the man that bath no music mterm1ttently, instead of continuously. sure that 1f a first-rate modern desirrn were
in his soul" from the rest of us, certain This, of course, causes Miihlacker to fade produced it would make a very wicl; appeal
people seem to be deficient in what might away more than it otherwise would, amongst listeners. Well, "A.W." brought
be. called .frequency-range, particularly as though it comes back with a bump when out such designs, and I needn't tell you
rt'gards the higher notes. For instanct', it is the distnrbing cause is removed.
about the enormo.us popularity that they
THE VARIABLE-MU VALVE
CROSS MODULATION

IIHE

AND

well lmown that the cry of the bat or the
voice of the cricket is too shrill to be heard
by everyone, and I ·suppose there are
similar limitations at the lower end of the
scale.
I was forcibly reminded of this the other
day when listening to a new radiogram
just installed by two brothers as their
joint possession.
They tried it out on
some favourite. records, but unfortunately
the whole effect was spoilt, so far as I
was concerned, by a persistent squeak
from the pick-up, which, after a time,
became a sheer agony. Yet, believe me,
neither of the proud owners could hear it,
nor would they be persuaded it was there.
So I kft it at that !
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_On .Your Wavele1zgth I

(continued)
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···-------------~----------------------~~~-----------------~~--------------have achieved. I have always been a
believer in the super-het, and to-day I am
a stronger supporter of it than ever. In
fact, I \Yill go so far as to prophesy that the
super-het is the receiving set of the future.
Nobody who has used· an up-to-date
"super" of the best kind would ever want
to go back to the straight receiving set.

..,...,.

silent, enterprising concerns have indulged
in a little wired broadcasting on their own
account. It is reported that relays of local
events have also been given. Praiseworthy
though such efforts may be in some ways,
they unfortunately don't fall within the
scope of the licences granted to such concerns, for any kind of lrvadcasting in this
country is the monopoly of the B.B.C.

.

SOME WHY'S
·HE super-het can give the selectivity
that will be required on the broadcast band within the next couple of
years. How many pepple realise
that before that time, practically every
individual wavelength between 250 and 550
metres \Yill be occupied by a station with a
rated power of at least 40-50 kilowatts.
But that is what will happen, and many of
the stations are already under construction.
With the super-het, genuine knife-edge
selectivity is obtainable and such selectivity
can go hand in hand with fine quality.
Next, though, is the question of simplicity
of operation, and here the modern singledial super-heterodyne stands almost in a
class by itself. You have absolutely nothing
to do but turn the knob and bring in the
stations. One last reason why I believe so
strongly in the futme of the super-het is that
it is eminently adapted for automatic
volume control.

..,.

LONGER SHORT WAVES BEST
Ol\IE time ago I wrote in these notes
that, owing to the decline in the
number and size of spots on the
~ sun's face and to the fact that we
are approaching a sunspot mm1mum, it
seemed likely that reception at great distances would gradually deteriorate on
wavelengths between about 16 and 30
metres, whilst at the same time improving
upon wavelengths above 30 metres. I
prophesied that before very long 45 metres
might be the best of the short wavelengths
and that eventually there might be a return
to 6o metres or so as the best distancegetter amongst the wavelets. This certainly has been borne out by fact. Only
on exceptional days now is much to be
made of ordinary transmissions using wavelengths much below about 30 metres. The
optimum wavelength is, in fact, increasing,
and everything points to 45 metres as being
about the best of the short wavelengths
before very long.
I think that ere the
STILL GOING STRONG
end of this summer we are very likely to
T is amazing to find how many really find 6o metres a wonderful wavelength for
old sets are still in use and giving, long-distance short-wave wireless.
in suitable localities, a pretty good
account of themselves. In the last
CONSTRUCTION BOOMING
week or two I have come across half a dozen
receivers built between four and seven years
oomc pccviou' ycaN the>e hM h~o
rather a dead season in wireless from
ago, all of which are doing extraordinarily
about the end of March until well
well. Naturally, you cannot use an old set
into September. Last year, AMAwith any satisfaction in a locality close to a
high-po\Yer twin station, for unless the set TEUR \VIRELESS electrified everyone by
is something of a miracle its selectivity will boldly launching a super-het in the off
not be adequate for modern conditions. season and making a huge success of it.
But in the remoter parts of the country, This year there has been practically no lull
where selectivity is not such a problem, in constructional activities, and almost
old sets continue to pull in stations and to everyone I meet seems to be engaged either
provide their owners with nightly enter- in altering an old set or, better still, in
tainment. As a matter of fact, some oldish building a new one. I always say myself
sets of the H.F., detector, and L.F. variety, that this is the best time of year for conwith tuned-anode coupling between the structional work, for when distant stations
detector and the H.F. valve, are much more are at their weakest you really can test the
se!ective than you might think. If the aerial sensitiveness of the apparatus that you
is separately tuned and the coupling build. Wireless ought to be an all-the-yearbetween the aerial coil and the grid coil is round hobby, and there is every sign that it
variable, the tuning is marvellously sharp, very soon will be. We have, though, to
and quite wonderful things can be done reckon with that queer business, fashion,
with sets of this kind. Though you never which regulates so many of our doings.
see it no\Yadays, there is a lot to be said Has it ever occurred to you how extrafor the old triple-holder· with swinging ordinary it is that hoops make their appearance at one particular season and disapplug-in coils.
pear very shortly? Tops, again, are fashionable with youngsters in March _and April,
A SPOT OF BOTHER
but go clean out in May. I cannot see, my~HERE has, I see, been a little trouble
self, why you shouldn't whip a top or bowl
between the G.P.O. and some of the a hoop just as well in any month of the
people who run local broadcasting- year; but there it is. Anyhow, the old idea
on-tap services. Ip. certain cases, . that summer wireless was pretty well usefinding that the B.B.C. programmes were less is rapidly breaking down, and that is all
a trifle dull or that the home stations were to the good.
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7-METRE POSSIBILITIES
ID,T was suggested some time ago that,
:
1 with
their very limited range,
;
11111 7-mctre transmitters offered a posL_Il sible way out of Europe's present
wireless difficulties. On either medium or
long waves a transmitter in Norway can
very easily cause a heterodyne with one in
Italy or Spain. The long and medium
waves, in fact, know nothing of inter·
national boundaries, and there is no kno\\'n
means of preventing them from causing
trouble in countries far from that in which
they originate. But suppose that in, say,
this country it was decided to scrap the
high-po,yer regional stations and to install
in their stead a multitude of 7-metre transmitters. \Vhat would be the result? Each
area would be adequately served by its own
little transmitter, relaying the central programmes, but no station in this country
would cause interference with any other,
home or foreign. If the whole of Europe
adopted the idea, heterodynes would cease
to exist. I am afraid, though, that it is too
good to be true, since literally thousands of
transmitting stations would be r·~quired in
this country alone, and the cost of the
necessary balanced land lines with their
associated amplifiers would be prohibitive.
?\or has it yet been definitely established
that 7-metre waves do not crop up again
wme hundreds of miles away from the
transmitter, having indulged in a super~kip.

..,...,.

NOW THEN, SWITCH MAKERS
-HERE arc ~ome excellent radiogram switches on the market. You
know the kind of thing that I mean:
it's a three-position switch lettered
"Radio," "Off," and "Gram." l\Iost of
them are well designed and do their job
most effectively-except for one small, but
rather important, point. Most sets nO\Yadays have a high-frequency stage, of which,
of course, no use is made when the gramophone department is in operation. \Vhat
we badly want is a radiogram switch so
designed that in the "Radio" position all
valves are in action, whilst when it is turned
over to "Gram" the highcfrequency stages
are automatically put out of action. There
are two objections to leaving H F. valves
running. The first is that you are wasting
both current and valve life; the seGond, that
if the local station is very powerful, it may
show a tcndency to break through, even
though the connection between the grid of
the detector valve and its tuned circuit is
severed by the switch. You can, of course,
get rid of this by detuning, but one of the
strong points of a good radiogram is that
you leave the set tuned to the local station
and can then go over in a moment from
wireless to gramophone records or vice
versa. There is very little difficulty about
designing a switch of the kind suggested,
and I am sure that any manufacturer who
puts one on the market will do a roaring
trade amongst home constructors.
THEF.~IIO~.
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~ DE~ItNfLVN~-WAVE. (OIL~
J. H. Reyner B.Sc., A.M.!.E.E. discusses the special considerations which govern the design of long-wave coils
The first coil tested was one which was that circuits are found to be more difficult
known to have a good performance on _the to stabilise on the long waves, and that the
long waves-the Lotus clual·range coil. performance generally is rather better in
This coil is representative of quite a number many cases than on the short-wave band.
of modern coils, and has a long-wave
The process which seems to ·be adopted
winding in slots on a bakelitc former 2 in. is ~o reduce the efficiency of the long-wave
in diameter. It proved to have a resistance cml to a value comparable with that on the
of a little over 35 ohms. Now in order to short wave, so that the circuit is more or
interpret this one must obtain one's bear- less of the same sensitivity on both waveings. The important factor in a coil is the bands. One cannot help feeling, however.
ratio of its resistance to the inductance. that the trend of design is not as happy as
In this case the inluctance is 2,100 micro- it might be in this direction. A partial
Many Types
\Vhen one comes to examine the long- henries, giving a ratio of R/L of .o16 ohms cheapening of the long-wave coil construcwave coil, however, there is considerable per microhenry. How doc3 this compare, tion could perhaps be tolerated, but surely
with a little more thought, the efficiency of
,-ariation. One coil will be wound on a for example, with a short-waY~ coil?
At 400 metres a typical fairly small- the short-wave coils might reasonably be
large diameter former in a number of slots.
Another coil will be on quite a small diameter solenoid would have a resistanc: 1mproved somewhat, so that the efficiency
former again with a slotted winding. run- of about 6 ohms. Assuming an inductance on both wavebands would still be comparning to as many as eight or ten slots. of 180 microhenries this gives us a ratio of able, but generally of a higher level than
l\lore recently there has been a tendency R/L of .033 ohms per microhenry. The it is to-day.
However, to turn to the actual constructo somewhat simpler forms of winding, long-wave coil just considerej, therefore,
a plain bunched winding being arranged is distinctly better than the average short- tion of long-wave coils, we have seen that
the commonlv used methods of windina0 in
between two cheeks. as for E'xample in the wave coil.
slots is quite "an efficient construction. An
Harris Mascot coils. while in some of the L:mg-wave Coil Efficiency
even better construction is the triplemanufactured sets one often finds coils
In point of fact if the performance on the honeycomb formation adopted by the
little more than one inch diameter wound
with quite fine wire, often embodying a long waves is to be similar to that on the Igranic Company in their plug-in coil, and
short waves, and if we assume an inductance the standard 200 plug-in coil of this firm's
honeycomb weave.
Solenoids arc not in very great favour, of 2,000 microhenries, which is an average manufacture has a high-frequency resistalthough one occasionally finds them, some- figure, then we can afford between 6o and an:e of under 30 ohms. Both the forms of
times of the single-layer variety, and some- 70 ohms high-frequency resistance in the winding so far considered have been
times with two or three layers. Out of all long-wave coil. It is because our long-wave sectionalised. ·what is the result where a
this array, which is the n1ost satisfactory coils are often above par in this respect one-slot winding is used?
Some Experiinental Tests
for modern conditions? In order to obtain
data on this subject, I recently made a
To test this, a coil was wound with I 7c
number of tests and some of the results of
SEPARATE SCREENING
turns of 34 gauge wire, on a 2-in. former in
these experiments will prove interPsting.
a slot! inch wide. A random winding was
Here is a good idea ·for big sets
used, and the resistance proved to be 70
which are difficult to keep stable. Put
H.F. Resistances
ohms. This is distinctly less efficient than
The high-frequency resistance of a large
the slotted winding, having in fact only
number of different types of long-wave
50 per cent. of the efficiency, but at the
coil was measured, at a wavelength of
same time it is just on the border line of
1, <;00 metres, which is in the middle of the
our limit, if we arc content to have a
n;stomary long-waYe band. It is well
long-wave circuit which is not more efficient
l;nown that the effective resistance of a
than the medium wave.
coil at radio frequencies is considerably
The process was carried a little bit
greater than its simple D.C'. resistancP,
farther by winding a coil on a small primary
owing to the presence of circulating curbobbin, only I:! in. outside diameter and
rents in the wire of the coil itself, and al3o
~ in. inside, the actual winding space being
in the insulation between the turns, both
i in. wide. This gave a resistance of 90
of which absorb energy from the circuit.
ohms, which is rather too great to give
This additional loss occurs on the long
satisfactory results.
waves as well as on the broadcast band,
A single-layer solenoid wound with combut not quite to the same extent. HoweYPf,
paratively fine gauge wire was next tested,
it is necessary definitely to measure the
and that was found to have a high-frequency
resistance at the frequency in question
each high.frequency stage in a separate
resistance of o..-er 100 ohms, thereby
because the effecti,·e resistance is still
&P"eening_box, the valve and' its coupling
showing that solenoid construction on a
con being gfouped.
several tip:;~es as great as the high-frequency
(Continued at }10t of next p(lg")
resi,tance, e,·en at r.soo nwtre3.
.,, ~""""'""'""""' ""'"""""'""-'""""-""'""""..~'"'""""' ',,,.,. ~.,.,,,_,J

'"[HERE is quite a wide variation in the
form of long-wave coils used for tuning
in modern receivers. The coil or portion
thereof intended to tune over the broadcast band is nearly always a simple singlel:tyer solenoid. It has become generally
accepted that this form of construction is
the most efficient, and the actual design of
the short-wave section is usually determined
by other considerations, such as overall
dimensions permissible.
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IRST plaJ;~s for BroadcastiJ?g .House were
laid down four years ago when it was
realised that the RD.C.'s ·activities were
rausing the Corporation to outgrow its
Savoy Hill accommodation:
Almost at the same time the German Broa.,d-.
casting Company embarked on a new. Broadcasting Headquarters in the Berlin suburbs
at· Charlottenbnrg. The · Reichs building,
q.uite different in conception from our -own
Broadcasting House, was finished. over a
year ago. Those who haov~ seen both affirm
most definitely that although Germany has a
arger principal Broadcas'ting House, the new·
B.B.C. building is in advance in· technique.

F

Early Exp2riments
A further piece of history isthat th~:Ma~:.C · that the final decoration of Broadcasting House
:hcster Broadcasting House, opened two years is complete.
ago, was the subject of much experimenting in
'!\Iembers of the B.B.C. staff had some satisideas "·hich have subsequently been incor- faction in that while the builders' of the new
porated in the London building. .
.
Broadcasting House were making things
Broadcasting House stands on thl)" si~ of uncomfortable for other Regent Street resiFoley House, built by a distinguished arcli1tei:t' dents with their riveting machines artd noisy
who was a contemporary of the Adam Bn;>thers. drills, the demolition experts in connection
The B.B.C. sent experts over Foley House with the Hotel Cecil and the Kingsway tram
before it was demolished and many of tile old tunnel were making the same sort of noise
mantelpieces and · fittings were sent to the outside Savoy Hill. Now, with most of the
Victoria and Albert Museum.
staff installed in --Broadcasting House, all is
Then along came the great army of excava- again peace and quiet.
tors, scaffolUing experts, concrete mixers, and·
Practically every listener is aware of the
pneumatic drills. An architectural inferno ingenious scheme qevised by the . architect
was start~d whic~ has only been quelled now· Lt.-CoL G. Val l\Iyer, F.R.L.B.A., to insulate
the studios from outside
sounds, and how they
were built in a tower
surrounded by the offices.
The foundations caused
a great deal of trouble
because of traffic vibration
and subsoil water. A
huge tank constructed of
brickwork had to be
erected to take the whole
strain of . the building.
This was covered ..with.
ashphalt and so Broadcasting House literally
floats like a ship on the
sul:.>soil water. Its external
appearance also bears a
striking resemblance to
a ship. As with all new
b'L!ildings it has been
subjected to criticiiim, on
re~tlletic grounds. Various .
considera:tions, such as
height, imposed· by the
fhe huge concert hall studio. in BrOadcasting House, at an early .stage. London Buildi!]g ActThe visitors' balcony at the far end is just takfn~ ·shape
(which affected the height

"THE DESIGN OF LONG-WA\lli
COILS''
· .! ,; :.
. ~Coutinued from precedi1~g_. page)
:;mall dian1eter former is not. very satisfactory. This 1s principally because D.<;:.,
resistance is high to start with, b~ing 32
ohms in the particular case just cqnsidered.
On the other haad another solenoid 2 in.·
in diarneter and 3 in. long wourtd ··with
32 gauge wire proved to have a resistance
Jf only 25 ohms, which shows tlJ.a.t if one
:an atford the· space to use a fairly bulky
:oil, the simple solenoid is ·quite efficient ..
One point which w·as orought out·
these tests was the danger of using: cotton-

m-

JUNf.; 4,

~~32

on the Portland Place side), ·and the threesided • mutual-covenant with residents on
the Langham Street side (which resulted
in the building being sloped back from aboYe ·
the fourth floor) all made it very difficult
to make the building pleasing to the eve.
Noted architect,; are agreed that Lt.-Col. \·at
<?~Iyer has made a very good job. He has
worked in conjunction ,,-ith :\Ir. l\1. T. Tudsbery, Civil Engineer to the B.B.C., and Dr.
i\I. J. Rcndall, as collaborators in. artistic
matters.
The architect hi1nself is responsible for the
design of the big concert hall studio and other
noted architects and designers have been
responsible for the decoration schemes of
various studio!l'.
:\Ir. l{a ymond :\IcGra ~h and a special decoration committee have suggested designs and
:\Ir. l\IcGrath has been responsible for·advising
the B.B.C. on the treatment of the twenty-one
other studios.
:VIr. Eric Gill, the noted sculptor, is responsible for the groups, "The Broadcaster" and
"Prospero and Ariel," which decorate the
main entrance and the entrance halL Mrs.
' Philip Trotter of. the \Varren Gallery designed
the "Library Scheme". of one of the talks
studios in a modernised Empire tradition.
:M. Chermayeff, the decorator of theCambriqgc
Theatre, was responsible for the military
bands studio decoration.
Londoners should realise that in Broadcast-.
ing House they have not only ,\-orld-famous
collection of studios, but a building of architectural merit.

a

Some Remarkable Figures
Seyeral amazing figures have come to light
since the building was finished. For instance,
it is cstima ted to weigh 24,ooo tons ard the
length of the corridors is approximately one
mile. \\'hen YOU have occasion to visit the
studios and ,~·alk round some of the galleries
outside the studio well, you will appreciate.
this point.
·
There arc 1,250 stairs (but you will Uie the
lift !) and 8oo doors.
'
An idea of the utility of the twenty-hn>
studios can be gauged fom the fact that the
central tower alone, when fully occupied,
accommodates r,;oo people (including the
concert hall, of course) and IJ.f tons of .tir an
hour are pumped into the studio tower..
As one looks at the building from the steps
of the Queen's Hall, the entrance hall is at the
corner facing down towards Oxford Circus.
AboYe this is the· big Council Chamber and .
above this again is Sir John· Reith's suite' of
offices with a, balcony above the entran•:e.

covered wire, unless the coil is well doped, for the broadca~t band introduces unreason.
or impregnated. Some coils which were·' ably large losses on the long waves.
.
tested were found to have a resistance of
One may sum up the test, therefore, by
over :Zoo ohms. When they were baked out, saying that the slotted winding is most
however, this· JeU to a little over half its efficient where compactness is required.
original value: Cotton 'is rather hygroscopic B~nching the winding together tends 'to
and absorbs moisture readily. Particularly increase the resistance .considerably, but
on the kmg wavelengths the loss in the that ~his may perhaps be tolerable ip. view.
insulation _of the coil <aHd the wire is more 'of the fact that it is quite easy. to wind a,
itilportant than· th~ ·conductor resistance.· long-wave coil rather too good for normal
· ·~on~uently;any moisture in the insula-, requirements. Honeycomb winding is very
tiori' puts up the, effective resistance con- satisfactory provided that it is also sectionside:r;ably, and. it is desirable to dope the alised, and presumably a long-wave coil
coils for. this reason. It rnay even .be found built up on pancake formers would al;;o be
that a former which is .._quite satisfastory very goo-:l, although this was nJt tried.
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A. ROMANTIC COMEDY

YVETTE D'ARNAC
A popular broadcaster

.LllH IN .1 NIGllT
I

pro\·ed to baye
F
considerable >road casting value; it 11·as
one of the best shows of the year. Tlw
great point about it \Yas that it had a
definite plot, 11·cll worked out. I notccl
in the programme that the book and
lyrics were by Denis Freeman, hut that
there were additional lvrics and music
by Mark Lubbock.
·
·I thought the music ycry suitable and
not unattractive, the waltz, for example,
\l·as a very good tunc. The additional
]\Tics 1vcrc, i11 my opinion, not wanted.
i may be wrong, but I take it that they
consisted of all the songs not actually in
the plot. Considering t)IC play was about
a young composer it seemed to me to be a
pity to drag in extra songs. The music
essential to the plot of the play IYas that
supposedly written by Peter, the young
composer.
This is another case of a production being
spoilt by unwanted music. ThL• plot was
held up. That is one of the 11·orst possible
dramatic faults. The sooner the B.B.C.
dramatic officials get over this mania for
music in e1·crything the better. At the
moment they seem to hm·e "rings 011 their
fi.ngers anrl b::lls on their toes."
The two sl1ort plays broadcast successively on the ·Wednesday night interested
me from the dramatic and broadcasting
point of view.
The P-Boat was quite
thrilling, and the sound effects extraordinarily good. This play kept the
t:stener's attention focused on the mental
vision of a patrol boat; one knew that the
speakers IYerc all officers on the· boat
itself. _ Consequently visualisation was a
simple matter. I point to the value of
plays that hm·e a definite setting such as
this.
· Till Tomorrow was quite as easy to
!oUow. There again· it was because the
scei1e was confined to a room in an inn in
a small town in Argentina on a summer
night. 'The characters were clearly .defined
-another essential to success. Above all,
I appreciated the good English that was
spoken throughout; it is a. welcome change
to hear a ptay broadcast in standard
English rather than in dialect..

·.·

I listened to a good deal of- vaudeville case. His lines were thought out well at
this week, making notes of some of the the beginning; one could hcn-e read
dialogue. I ha\-e long come to. tbe con- typescript of all he said and ha ,-c la •Jghcd
clusion that successful patter, comic dia- just as much as if one had heard him from
logue, or whah~Yer you cnoose to eaU it, the shtdio.
can only result from careful work on the
part of the comedians. Dialogue that
A name indistinctly announced \l'ih
will not bear IITiting down.and being read Ernest Butcher, but I think it must have
in cold blood, so to speak, is not the kind, been he.
I liked his song~; whc·n he
generally speaking, that makes for success. finished by broadcasting a '-cry wellThe exception (to what I believe is a produced top G, I came to the conclusion
ntle that should be obeyed) is the type of that he ought to use his voice to better
dialogue broadcast by Clapham and Dwyer. advantage.
\Vhy not sing all his note~
The construction of their performances is as well as he did that one?
plain enough. Dwyer gives a lecture on
That reminds me that Anne Croft has a
some subject and Clapham "rags" it.. In good voice and is capable of singing in the
this case it is not actually what Clapham accepted music-hall style. I rather felt
says-though his points are generally that she was tried by the special nature of
good-it is certainly the· way he says it; the studio 1valls. She sang sharp in the
the hesitation, particularly when he gets "Chocolate Soldier" waltz, and I feei sure
so tied up that he does not seem to know that her voice sounded all wrong to her
what he is trying to convey, is more than (as she sang) on account of the deaclnt'ss
half the fun. Leonard Henry's style is of the studio.
also somt'what dependent on his voice,
All singers will have to take the grc·atest
and that an1using chuckle of his. Apart .care in these new studios, They will have
from these ·instances, and possibly those to realise that things are not what they
of one or two more comedians, the lines sound, by any· moons; if they will comfort
themselves must be good.
themselves with the thought that there
is no need to strain and that the engineers
•
Julian Rose was very funny the other in the control ·room will " tone them up''
night. He does assu_me a Jewish style, but if. they seem too weak, they will not spoil
that does not make half the fun in- his their transmissions. Miss Croft · sang se>
well otherwise that I feel she will not mind
my citing her case.

PROGRAMME POINTERS

It is now some time since the Surprise Items
were given up ; I never heard why they were
given up, so far as that goes. I appeal for
them to be revived. There is much to recQmmend the principle of giving people pleasant·
surprises. To the best of my recollection SQme
of the most outstanding broadcasts came
under that heading. Apart from that
estimable condition of things it must often be
possible to get into communication with
singers, players, and speakers w1w may not
be available if requested to broadcast in the
ordinary way. Time has to be allowed for
these things ; the programmes go to press
well in advance of their performance. I
suggest-the hour of ten o'clock on Saturday
evenings as. being good to set apart as a gap
in .the programmes to be filled, perhaps, at
the last moment. I think t~e principle of
regular features has proved satisfactory in
every way; the B.B.C. itself thinks so from
all _accounts. I feel increasingly that if the
hour I have suggested-or some other convenient time-were specially reserved for a
Surprise Item it would be very ])Qpttlar. I
should like the illusion kept up and to hear.
the announcer say : " Ladies: and Gentlemen
-the Surprise Item of the Week," giving
the name of the broadcaster artd the ikmS
(or subject) afterwards. We are all babies at
· times, we like to be surprised.

•

•

•

Jay Laurier broadcast for the first time
on the Saturday evening. He began by a
tactical error. There was a burst of
laughter from the audience before he began.
and between each verse of his first song ;
it must haYe been at something he did.
That is bad broadcasting. Comedians must
realise that the unseen audience is the real
audience. It is not policy to amuse
forty people at . the expense of forty
thousand. Mr. Laurier must not do that
again.
Leslie Hutchinson seemed to me to be
one ·of the few singers of ligkt songs who
takes the trouble. to sing. The adew>idal
voices (of which every critic on the London
press has complained recently) are spoiling
most dance-themes and light songs generally.
Gracie Fields is a constant surprise to
me.
I like listening to those perfectly
atrocious notes she lets off in some of her
songs, only to. be quite cattght by the
beauty of her voice when she chooses to
use it properly. It is a wonder to me that
she has. not damaged it. Great person,
Gracie!
WHIT AKER-WILSON

T

HERE are p.lenty of portable sets
for motorists and for people to
whom weight is not a great . consideration. Hikers and others who want
to take a set with them on a tramp are
not so fortunately placed, for in the past
a set that has· worked well has been
rather heavy.
Here is a solution to the problem. The
Hiker's portable which you sec here is
ideal for those cross-country tramps when
every ounce of unnecessary weight is a
burden and when·, on the other hand, an
unreliable set is a positive nuisance.
By ingenious arrangement of the parts,
the overall size of the Hiker's portable
has been reduced to roughly 10 in. by ro
in. by (;in.
The weight, including all batteries and
everything ready for the set to work, is

IDEAL FOR HIKER,
CYCLIST OR MOTORIST
about 1 3 lb. It is convenient in shape, so
that it can be carried by the handle at the
top or strapped to the back. It is rigidly
made so that the parts cannot work loose,
the batteries jolt about, or the acid get
spilled. The set is all complete, including
high-tension, low-tension, and speaker (the
need for grid bias is obviated in an ingenious manner) and only two short leads are
needed for aerial and earth.

What the Set will Do
On test we have found· that within a
reasonable distance of a main station
about 20 feet of flex thrown over a tree
branch makes a good aerial. One should
try to get a satisfactory earth connection
to a water tap or, when in the country,
by a spike stuck in the ground. In many
case:> it i,: possible to work without an
aerial when a good earth is available.

The earth terminal is then left disconnected
and the earth wire taken to the aerial
terminal.
The set does not need to be 0pen in
order to work it. The container, of plywood, is screwed together, so that it is
necessary to unscrew one side only "·hen
the accumulator is taken out for recharging.
The box carries the high-tension battery
and accumulator, the speaker being on
the fret which forms one side of the
container.
The facing side carries some of the set
components and is screwed to a right-angle
baseboard \\'hich carries the main part~.·
such as the valve holders, low-frequency
transformer and tuning coil. This side
of the cabinet, complete wit.h right-angle
bracket, is rcmo,·ed in
order to get at t.he back.
Low cost is a feature
which will appeal to
many intending constructors ; a full list ·
of parts is given in the
accompanying t ~- b le.
The photographs of the
set make the general
construction quite clear,
but full details can be
o b t a i n e d from the
wiring plan. c\ full-size
version of this is obtainable, price one shilling
post free, from the
Blueprint Department,
A~IATECR

photograph shows the assembly arrangement which allows of
the set being particularly compact

•=•·-

\\"mELEss,

58-6r Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4:
It is advisable to have
the blueprint because it
will be a great help in
mounting the parts on
the cabinet side and
bracket, and the wiring
up. -

Just look at the circuit before you start
the constructional work as it will give
you a good idea of the 'vay in which space
has been saved. An efficient tapped tuning

Thz circuit of "The Hiker's 2
cui! is nse<l and a light screen m·er this
prevents induction troubles, without ap.
preciably adding to the \\·eight. :\lidget
type solid dielectric condensers arc used
fur t~ming the grid side of the coil, and for
reaction. As a matter of fact a .oooj mfd.
condenser is used. for the main t-uning,
while the reaction conde.nstr i:; a .ooo3-mfci.
job.
_-\. small grid condenser on which the
leak is carried in clips, cuts down the
space allotted to the detector components.
There is a small H.F. choke in series wi,th .._
the primary \vind.ii1g of the L.l;. trafisforn~er.
The transformer, incidentally, is
compact and light in -weight, owitig to the
special co're· used.
.
Take . a _loo!;; at the photographs of the
se"t again and you will see that there is no
grid b~as ba_ttery for the power valve.
Automatic bias is obtained by a dropping
resistance of 6oo-ohms in the negative
lead to the H.T. battery. This is shunted
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COMPONENTS
.0005-mfd. bakelite clielec:tric variable condenser
(Polar " Compax," Liuen, Magnum)•
•0003-mfd. bakelite dielectric reaction condenser
(Lotus, Polar1 Lissen, Magnum),
Small eboaite dial (Lissen),
Dual-range coil (Lissen).
'fwo small valve holders (W.B., Telsen).
'fwo on•off push-pull switches (Bulgio "Tun<or ").
Hi!ih·frequency choke (Peto-Scott).
L.F. transformer (Lissen "Torex," Varley, Selectanet, Lotus, lgranic, Climax)•
•0002-mfd. fixed condenser with series-parallel
clips (T.C.C., Lissen, Telaen, Dubilier).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Lissen, Telsen,
Dubilier).
.
t.mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Lissea, Telsen,
Dur.ilier).
"3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen, Te!sen).
600-ohm

\..speaker Two..valver
of Minimum Weight and Size
by a r-mfJ. condenser and the voltage
drop across the resistance provides the
Recessary bias for the power valve specified.
This arrangement not only saves weight
and space, but
means that there
is one less battery
HT.- to bother about.
A refinement in
the set is the provision of separate
terminals for an
extra speaker or
pair of phones.
The s c t's own
speaker is connected all the time, of
course, . out where
signals are very
strong, and. an external speaker is
called for, the pr<?"
v is i o n of these'
terminals makes it

....

_,_.

..;.;.;..:,....:_:_

resistance

(Lissen,

Lewc'ls,

ACCESSORIES
2-volt accumulator (C.A.V., type 2NS9).
60-v~lt high-tension battery (Siemens " Cadet").
Aerial (Colvern u Selectanet '').

unnecessary to alter the set's wiring.
Also, if the set is worked in a locality
where signals are very weak and at barely
loud-speaker strength, it may be better
to use 'phones, so that two or three can
listen in comfort.

You can easily make the set container
out of plywood, or it may be bought
ready made. Do not make the mistake of
using plywood 'vhich is too thin, for otherwise the box will not stand the knocking
about it is snre to get while in use in hiking.
The. blueprint (or the wiring plan
reproduction) shows you how the parts
arc mounted on the cabinet front and on
the right-angle bracket. It is really essential to get the parts mounted exactly as
shown, for otherwise when the bracket is
mounted to the cabinet front, the parts
will not fit in.
The cabinet front shoulJ be drilled first
and the components mounted. The blueprint will show you the correct positior1s.
The terminals for the loud-speaker and
earth are mounted direct on the plywood,
but to ensure maximum efficiency; ebonite
\\·asher insulation is provided for the
aerial terminal. \Vhen you have clamped
up the terminals and mounted the tuni.ng
and reaction condensers, you can screw
the rest of the ·parts down to the rightangle bracket, before this is attached to
the cabinet front.

The valve holders, tuning coil, lowfrequency transformer, H.F .. choke and
fixed condensers have to be mounted.
Now you can start the wiring. ,Flex is
used largely for the connections inside tne
set to the batteries and loud-speaker, but
the connections between the rest of the
components should be done with rigid
wire enclosed in insulating sleeving. It is
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The Cabinet

Making the Connections

)Jere is a view shov inj batteries and speaker

spaghetti

Tunewell, Bulgin, Varley),
Four small "terminals marked : Aerial, Earth,
Phones+, Phones- (Belling-Lee, Bulgin, Clix).
Two spade tenninals marked: L.T.-, L.T.+ (Cii<,
Beii;ng-Lee, Eelex).
Two wander plugs marked: H.T.-, H.T.+ (Clix,
Belliog·Lee, Eelex).
Connecting wire and sleeviog (Lewcos).
Small cone loud-speaker mounteJ on plYWood
frame (Onnond, type R461/9).
Quantity <>f plYWood to make a cabinet 10 in. by
10 in. by 6 in., with a baseboard and fret.
Leather handle.
Silk for loud-speaker fret.
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The actual receiver is constructed on
ordinary lines
not a good plan to do the whole of the
wiring with flex, as it· is so diffrcult to
prevent loose ends of the fine wire from
fraying out under the terminal clampings.
\Vhen wiring the tuning coil, remove the
cover by undoing the clamping nut at the
top and place the leads so that when the
cover is again put over ~he coil, the wires
can pass out over the U-shaped slots at
the base. · \Vhen you hiwe done the
wiring, connect up the flexes to the batteries, and take two wires (rriaking sure
tliat ·the polarity is correct) to the loudspeaker unit. ' The wire from the terminal
which is connected directly to high-tension,
should be connected to the positive speaker
terminal. The speaker unit is mounted on
the fret front of the set container, and the
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utHE 'HIKER"S 2'"
c<>IH'

!C:<'IItk

ptl'hcd

over

the

speaker

'"'l)iJH\\l'.
In onlcr to nt;tke the set neat and
· : Hn pdct. "'e tl[(' battcrieo; ~pecitlt•cl.
:-;,lital>',, ckkd<>r vah:es /an· J\Tu1lari
l'\lt IlL ;tnd 'llarc•mi or Osqun HL~ro.
\Lm<Hli "r U'LIIltC!'z and l\lullard l':\!2;\
11~,,,,.r \ai\T~ ;trv :--:~1itab!e ..
Tile·,,· '.th ,. cumbitfations are sititable
I· •r
tiw
grid-l>ia·' d'rofp.ing rcsi>bncc
,1rr ::t~c·n,,.,,t dttd wi:U ,&iVe.. ·gn1t·~' u"'·ful

(t· ntlnue:l
rrom pmeding page)
.
;

Op2rating
.
Th· fie:-.: to the speaker s,l.ould be about
a fuut (Jr so in kn;..;th, ti6 th<_It t,he 'se-t. can
he '-': ,rked while tl1C' cabinet i~, c!pen.
\\ h: '' : i.': ,,-nYecban,.;v s,·,·it .;, ,i., pu~lcd
"ut the set i~ on the' riH•diupi wa,,-,,,_.
Tile tilament ~\\'Itch b pulled-mlt· in ord~r
tu "'·ttch un. \\"hen . working .the ;s!:'t
in cl< •ors, you c1n gain ;ui' extra~ adv'a.ntag<r·.
b\· the itornnl ::t(·riai .a~!) eartJt system.. :::
There an· a kw l"caUtie~. th<'ugh, where
q'litc <1 ~hurt· improv],;c<f a:crial will IiPt
gih' gn;>ll rL·~ult~. J\Iahe s\lrc· t11at tl;c
set ''"cilb h'' m er both the medium and
1"1:.~ 11 a' ~lcn;:th."<, <utd that there i,; no
pbppi ns; whL~n the nscilla timt p<>int ·is
r·~a;:hec l
l'ro\·i<l•·cl a «ood <l.:tPdnr ,::chcj,; ll~L·d .. there ,;l,;~ulJ !~· m) tnn·· hk iD tlri3
r:_•opc"ct. Ther.:: is not mnch poioi.t iti
marking the reacling·s fur the hx•al sta.ti\l'L' .
;L" tht' .dia:l readings ,,·ill Yan· ~'ligltth·
acc<.>rding to the length ri{ the ;.Lnial k;d~. ·
"t:.

.

'

,.

--

·._

.

'

'.

A.C. VALVES
,.-}'""'HE catlw<lc or filament :>f';;d"MJ;in-3·
Cll'i\!"lJ \ cthC CPn-taillS at ~j}P SHlllC
pot<:ntial Uro:Ighout 1ts leiigtl ·· ··ccause it
i!i- hea.~::! ·by radiation. Witlr
haH:~ry:
driven vain•, on the other hG)nd,;.tl_;Gfe,i!;; <>~

.; .· '

. . ':·,}:~·-> ;~.;. .

. ·.~-

'

. A NOVEL LOU&$P'r-A~ER
~H~.~ l;X<ffk·j:ili~~e.u~.~;~ 1\ith ;t me)\ in~.:'·
, ·· .. cud ;;peaker Js,:.desi-gf¥?<1 U. prC\'f'Jlt
;d:''~\,•aves sr't i1p. at ,the t>a{'k u' the di:I-

. rl·

Her~ is the complete ~,:ilnvhich' compattncss and lightness
special·'teatures

ate

,,.1' ;,.,. un
th(' 'd.
If: · ·'•'/.

the· (>O·\·l>lt battery ·incl\Ided in
Jf,•st other mlcn; f,J.re luu big fur
.

. ,

I· 111 a tirst te't, pnt. the yulves in tl\eir
!tuld,·r,, hut do not clamp th~ c·abinetsidt~
Ill' t" till' ho,., fc>r othenvise yon \\·ill nAt
h · ;tl ,J,. to make an~· adjustments to the
rc'l'ci\cr unit of the purtable.

phrag~;lt<Jm. "merging'.'>ui: intcrfcritJg with
the m;,in sound W<\~-J-'!l prod(Iced ,i.!i front.
i\1. 1\t'thc'nt>d. a Jfreneh inv•mtor, has
n'cc·ntly de6ig\'.l~(l a coJll!frlG;t. ian1l of
spe;Lkl'r in. which iuh.lr~crence-<)f this kind,
i~ ;n·uic)ed fll a llC\\"· ;m cl i11gmious lll<U) 11C'I'.
Tl~e effect is secun·d by 'fittingi.-n sec(jncl
<1iapj1ragm, <t!frl at -the ·back of..the .first.

The l 1w are of the s~:IrL' ·Siie; hut are
placed on opposite·sides (.>£ tlw pole-pil'ccs.
. The sound waycs coming from the balk
,,f tlH· main diaphragm now forcL' the
sc-conrl di,<rpllragrn into \·ihration in phase~
Dppo~ition.
This ch:;cks any external
int<·rf@rence · bl:'H,·eon the two f'ets of
,wav.·'·
!lLB.

~

.

.

>,·-'"

A rear v{ew shoWing· the totjd.:'speaker fret
.,.·'
'

'

f<ill f~( ::!, 4 ,Q..r 6 n•lts ';tlo1.}g the fil;ui1ent.
·4cco:c1iqg to the paFticular typ~ of accn~
inulator usccl.
One advantage of t!1e
'tn~irotential ·c~tthoclc is n morL< effective
gricr · coi1trol. the characteristic curn·
showing dcal"-.cut 'Upp~r anc1. lower b.·mb
. an~l a kmg<:,r straight~line portion thZin
usuat Another q:dvaritagt' of tll(' m;tiiHdrin·n \akc is that the· l:etting-elc:nl'ut
and cathode hdp. to ;;upport th~· grid.
·
B.A.R.

~··

-~·

-Silk gt111U
--r.cJ.--Speoker adjuslf!MII/

Details of. th.e cabinet 'and· the layout and wiring d~am.
A full-size blueprint of tliese illustrations is availabte;:;price 1/-

.,... ,.
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little, this Hiker's 2! . Tha
Range Coil makes ''it
M. UC:H in Dual
as efficient on tht,_long

Lisse~
super:;selecttve~.
.a,~ ~n :th~ med.nu..11. waves-. The Lissen
· · To~x' :;rransfor~er--used again and
. ~ga1n .as the has1s of the best sets,. '_gjV'es i~ fine· qUality output and faithful

·
· ·
·
' :.; g:·:·'Yo4' coit~j~ W'ith advantage, build the
· · (J)hole set. of Lissen ·parts-it is worth
while usiit'g your ~ judgment in this
-~.

·

·

·respon~

matter.

.

. '

RANGE. :< .
:;_SHIELDED ·coltS-~
.

' DUAL

USSEN tom TRANSFORMER
.
.

'T· HESE

new Ussen Dual-rangt::
· Sbiel(kd Coils are of almost uni·
ver!ial utility. You can use them· as;
Au1al Tuning Coil, as Tuned Anodi':
Coi.!, as T uncd Grid Coil ; they ant
h:l.wrah~::y n1atched for ganging, so
lhat. you can use th~m for bandpass
tunjng if you want to.
No longe:r is ·it necessary to buy new
coils for every new cir.c;uit you .build
.•• just buy ~ne- ~t.-~~~.-:h·,·e·.,lie·.- Li.'sse~
Dual"rangc COJ.Is, and:; :yet\\~·· ~dap~
them to anv cixcuit-·"1::'· ·;··': :~· . ' · ..
The sel~ti~itli -~·~-;the:~~ .li¥~~t
order, and " b,-eak,-t~~il<\M: -ffte .·
lcng~wav!:' hand. is •lnu}sf ~ntir.ely
elimi~ated. ShiefcF.~ $: pat'~~ly

.

Lissen Torex Transformer makes a big cut in the
T HIS
ccst of
set without sacrifice d
It· 'is a
any

quality.

high-grade silicon steel core transformer; "givin.~ ren1a:rk ..
ably even amplification ove:r the who!e band of audible

frequencies. A neat, compact component ; its
moulded hakelite case is hermetically sealed
and completely insulates the windings. Proof
against shorting, leakage, or moisture: PRICE

LISSEN FIXED
CONDENSE,RS

56

LISSEN FIXED
GRID LEAKS

l'hese'Lissen Mica Fixed Comknser~ 'are
leak-proof. They never nr~. They
deliver all their l'tored-up ener!'Y Guaranteed accurate within s· . of marhd
capacity.
Can be mounted
upright or flat. Grid-leak clips
included free with each condenser.
.6001 to .001,
.002 t 0 ' !006, f/l'l.

hi£ cf ulrnost im!ll>rt.mcethat resistanc£s
•hculd be tm"ar-ying iu vzlue aml free
from dekns "h;d, may C<iusc par.'lsitie
nvises. Lissen Resistances have been
teated by t"xposure to rain and
T
sun, and tJl(:y remain ccnatant :
r-.
imd silent in use always. AlA
values.
·

1

1'-

·.

1

complete, with shielding 'cover"' liml
shidding disc supplied .. F11ll dbgra:~~ •.
are t"nelosed v.-ith every ,cai!~. tQge~h~r
with l:nstmct!ons whick'will enable
you to m.-L- the bllni. us•·> of tlv- ,~~.>~h;
jn m.·my ciru;i.f ;;.

PRICE, comp!ete

'~i:h

Shield
Each

IISSEN- the PARTS that PUlL TOGETHER.
.

LISSEN LIMITE·D; WORPLE ROAD. lSLEWORtH. MIDIL!SEX
. .
.

-'

.

·\.

Mention of "Antateur Wireless'~ to .4.dvertisers will Ensare P.rompt Attention.
i-
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Operation

Makers: Audiovisor, J_td.
0:\1E time ago amateurs were given the,
...._ first opportunity to try out the wonders
of light control, by means of the Raycraft
kit, consisting of a special selenium cell, a
one-valve amplifier, and a suitable pro-'
j ector lamp, which could be worked either
from the mains or from a four-vGlt accu- .
mulator.
The one-valve amplifier was worked
from ordinary batteries, consisting of a
filament accumulator and a I 20-volt
high-tension battery.
Now the makers
have_ introduced an all-main~ kit, and also
mod1_ficatu;ms. for tho~e wantmg_ to convert
ex1~bng k1ts. mto mar~1s o~ratJon.
l• ull de:talls are g1ven m the second

S

A commercial edition of Raycraft-the
Audlovisor used for race timing

edition of the Raycraft Book, price 6d.
In this it is explained how light control
can be utilised· to do many seemingly
miraculous stunts, such as opening doors,
timing races, lighting street lamps, and
c mnting and sorting articles.

The Raycraft Bridge
. It.is also shown how.an inYisible ray, a>
produced by inserting a filter in the projector, can be used as_ a burglar alarm.
For the benefit of those unacquainted with
the system, it should be explained that the
Raycraft Bridge is, in fad; - ·a. highly
de-.;eloped form of selenium cell, so. -made:
to eliminate the disadvantages of the
earlier· forms of selenium cell.
Mounted in a special way, and scaled
a glass envelope, the new type of cell is
secure from atmospheri<:: changes, and it3
bakehte case· further protects it from

in

mechanical shocks.

The price of the cell

iS 27s. 6d.

Price: I 0 guineas ..
to a gr~at extent the light control wa:
limited .by the amount of current flowing
through the original relay.
Now it is
possible to operate with currents up to
4 and 5 amperes, by connecting one of the
secondary relays to the terminals of the
small relay in the set.
There are so many uses to which this
interesting device can be put that we
recommend readers to get the new edition
of the Raycraft book, and read all about
them. One of the latest and most practical
uses we have come across is in connection
with garages. At night the light from a
car's headlamps will operate a Raycraft
and so ring a bell to bring the assistant to
the petrol pump-without the car-driver,
leaving his seat! This is just one of the

• The orie-valve amplifier, which can now
be obtained for battery or mains operation,
is designed for home construction.
It
amplifies the current changes produced by
variations in light affecting the cell. The
amplified currents are then strong enough
to work the Raycraft Relay, which might
be termed the link between the light source
and the mechanical device it is desired to
control by the light.
Relays
Various relays are available, different
types being needed according to the
mechanical device involved. The standard
relay is very sensiti¥e, and costs £2 I03.
A Ravcraft counter is now available for
the moderate price of two guineas,
\Ve have been testing out the A.C .-mains
set which is housed in a strongly-built
wooden cabinet. This is designed for all
s_upplies between 200 and 250 vo~ts, and
employs a Mullard 354V valve, which gets
its high-tension from a metal rectifier, and
its low-tension from a four-volt winding
on the mains transformer.
At one end of the cabinet are terminals
for the connection of the Raycraft Bridge
and the Raycraft Relay, together with a
simple re-setting switch and the variable
resistance control knob.
Uses for the Raycraft Apparatus
The new A.C. and D.C. sets can be used
The Raycraft bridge and relay with
in ju;;t the same way as the original
amplifyin~ valve
battery model, with, of course, the great
many
examples
of the Raycraft in action_
advantage that all batteries are eliminated.
The introduction of secondary relays There arc dozens mo:e, all efie:tive and
has considerably enlarged the scope of the quite inexpensive.
Full details are obtlinable from Audioapplications of the Raycraft Bridge, since
visor Ltd., of 28 Little Russell Street,
London, \\".Cz.

AERIAL END ARRANGEMENT
The arrangement of the set atJ the
aerial end is of the greatest importance.
Here is a good scheme with the aerial

terminal taken through the compression type condenser and to the plug-in
type coil holder, with as short leads as
passible.

HIGH-GRADE REPRODUCTION
ERCUSSION instruments, such as the
drum. cymbal, or xylophone, are particularly difficult to reproduce faithfully.
Moot of their characteristic quality clepencls
upon the presence of high overtones, so:ne
of which are not even persistent, mixed
with the fundamental frequency,
Such
high-pi~c:hed triuisients, as they are c:tlled,
are situated at the outer edges of the
side-band frequencies, away from th;
central carrier, and are the first to be cut
unless the receiving circuits are prope~ly
designed to handle them. One advantage
of using a band-pass input is that it ·will
pass all the essential side-band frequencies
required to gh-e true musi::.al r "proJuctio:1.

P
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The New

SiEMEN'S

·cadet·
FULL O'POW ER
BAT T E Ill E-S
BRITISH

THttOUCiHOUl

MADE

SOLELY SPECIFIED
for the

"HIKER'S PORTABLE"
CJJescribed on pages 958, 959, of this issue

3/6
9/-

60Volts

99
108

••

,,

10/_.
T~Ul

..

u;.120 Volts
O.B.
1/_.
9
16! ! t G.B.l/9

'II:ICl'i DO NOT .aPPlV IN lHI IRI:>H fAll $lATE

Get one- the -improvement in "recf!Plion ··
will astonish you- and they ... LAST
ADVERTISEMENT

Of

SIEMENS

ELECTRIC

LAMPS

AND

SUPPLIES. LTD.,

~8-.39

UPPER

Tr1AM E S

S 1 RE ET,

LONDON,E.C.4

THIS IS
The Transformer with a difference
WHAT " IT " IS : :.;,;:,~':.~~·~· :·.:t.f~c~~~:l.~

Tram!ormer arrangement in one unit. It con1i~tJ o! &'il Anole Resist&nC:3:
-tappei for we after both hi-;b ani letw im.o'!i&n~e valveJ--tonplinv;
Condenser. ani high primary..in:luctan::e nickJ1 4 ~::trJ L.F. Trln!%orm.er,
the whole unit encloseJ in a hsnll::t..n~ BlkJlite cn~.

WHAT ''IT'' DOES:

~~ 8~£.,~i..:.;;~a~:~~!P~~~:

fleation over the whole range of musiclll fre1uencie1. the primary inductance
of 8()..100 henries giving a remarkab)e p~rfl)rmancJ to match mod.ern high
dllciency valves. Substitute a '"TRANS~OUPLEl." for YGut present
transformer ani note tbe difference.

COMPLETE UNIT 11/6
0 o. Catalogue and new
"TRANSCOUPLER" Leaflet.

Send 2d. Postage for 75

A. F. BULCIN & CO. LTD., Bfl:~~~.R3s's~·x.
felephone,.:

Gran~ewood

l.IJnd•m Showroom4

Specified for the

"HIKER'S TWO"

In this Issue and the many other sets described
in the Technical Press.
From all dealers.
Folder "A" on request.

Lectro Linx Ltd.", 254 Vauxhail Bridge Rd. S.W.l

~.

3266 and 32!)7.
lO, 11 CursitiJr :itreet. E.C.-1.

CURVE TAKEN
UNDER
WORKING
CONDITIONS.
(Fol/owi"'l a valve of
IO,OCO ohm impedance).

R SE.

0

You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A W." to Advertisers

Tel.: Holborn 2072.
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PERCY W. HARRIS- ON

AUTOMATIC
VOLUME
CONTROL
automatic volume control
been introduced in a number of
I NhasAmerica
Various methods arc employed
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probably not search over much of the
dial ~vith a ~et turned up to full sensitivity
and tf he dtd he would hear just as much
mush. On approaching a powerful station
he would almost unconsciously turn down
the volume control to av(Jid blasting
effects ~ncl W~)Uld never, when passin[?
over thts regron, gradually adjust the
volume so that it kept uniform over the
whole ):>and. He would simply turn it
down trll he had passed the station range.
All the same, automatic volume control
has many valuable features, and I predict
that it will soon become universal. It is
one more important simplification in the
handling of a wireless receiver, and while
~t may have disadvantages, the advantages
m general use more than outweigh them.
The experienced listener who likes to
get the very best from his set prefers to
have the tuning of the yarious stages
under his own personal control just as
he will like to arrange the volume and
other adjustments to suit what experience
has ~aught him will be the best operating
concl1tions.

one reaches the "edge" of the tuning
of a powerful station the volume control
rccein~rs.
is turned down so that it is not too loud
but in the main the idea is to control grid when tuned in at maximum strength.
bias on the high-frequency stages by means As the signal rises to a maximum rapidly,
of a change of voltage set up across the if the volume control is arranged to give
resistance in the anode circuit of the not too loud a signal at the maximum
detector in such a way that the stronger setting nothing will be heard on either side,
the current in the detector plate circuit but if when approaching a local station
the more the bias on the high-frequency a set is turned up to its full sensitivity,
stotges. This has the effect of limiting the one can hear the station over quite a wide
maximum signal strength and by means of span with a tremendous powerful overa manually operated volume control the loading effect in the middle.
maximum strength is set to \vhatever is
desired.
After this setting is made Volume Control and Sensitivity
one can run all over the dial without
Now think what happens in a set with
that irritating crash of noise which comes automatic volume control.
Between
•
•
•
when tunl.ng unexpectedly over a powerful powerful stations and over all parts of the
station.
dial where there are no stations audible, MAINS VALVES AND BATTERY
the set is automatically turned up to its
OPERATION
Early Disadvantages
maximum sensitivity and will bring in
Quite unexpectedly, when sets including every scrap of static and mush that can
The other clay I came across a man
this feature were placed on the market be heard. As soon as one approaches the who is using mains vah-es for batterv
complaints began to come in from customers "skirts"' of a powerful station it "·ill be operation. It sounds strange at first, btlt
when vou come to think of it in some
circumstances there mav be a distinct
advantage in doing this-. l\Iains valyes
are much more efficient, the mutual
A stage in the construction of
conductance being as high as 7-5 in some
Ferranti L.F. transformers. The
cases ancl in practicaliy any kind of
instruments are placed on a
circuit three mains valves will give a
turntable, where they are autobetter signal than three of the best battery
matically subjected to no les3
than eleven separate tests
valves. The disadvantages are the oneampere heater current for each valve and
the larger plate current \Yhicb is generally
required.
ln this particular case the three ampere"
filament current did not "-orrv the user
at all, as he had an accumulator-charging
station connected \Yith his business and
there \\·as always plenty of battery power
a,·ailablc. For H.T. he used high-tension
accumulators, again having facilities for
charging. He said the set was quieter,
much more efficient and gave better
quality than he had been able to obtain
before. with battery vah-es, the total
consmnption being in the mighbourhood
of _30 milliamperes ,~-ith the particular
A.C. valves he was using.
This is the first case I have come acros'
where mains valves are used for all-batterv
operation, although I had previous!}·
that the receivers \Yere flat il1 tuning and heard quite \Yell, and as one turns more and heard of mains valves being utilised \Yith
more towards the maximum tuning point only the heaters operated off A.C. Some
n~ry noisy compared \Yith ordinary sets.
Actually they were no more noisy and no the strength will be automatically kept readers may find it worth while to substiflatter in tuning than receivers \Yithout down to the required volume by means tute mains valves for battery valves with
automatic volume control, but in their oper- of the automatic feature. \Ve thus fmd a simple 4-volt transformer for the heater
ation they certainly gave the impression of that on approaching a po,,-erful station current, using high-tension batteries, as
being so. \Vhen one is tuning a receiver the signal comes in quite well and remains before, for the H.T. supply. This dis\Yithout an automatic volume control it at the uniform strength on that portion of penses with the necessity for an accumuis usual to operate the tuning dial and the the dial over which it would be heard lator with its frequent charging, without
volume control simultaneously, keeping \vhen the set is turned up to its maximum. going to the expense of running a set 'vith
the volume well down to a void the crashings · Powerful stations thus appear to" spread" all-mains operation. By carefully choo3ing
\vhich occur in passing loud stations and owing to this limiting effect, which is your ,-alvcs it is possible to find example~
only turning it up to the full (or setting really cutting off a very tall and deep which ''"ill not take too heavy a current
from your H.T. batteries. Look up the
the receiver at its maximum sensitivity) curve at its base.
If the user were handling a set without catalogues and see if you are likely to be
when searching for a particular station
'd1iclt is known to be weak. As soon as automatic volume control he would interested.
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UNDAY, June 5, witnesses the introduction of the extended hours of service
by the B.B.C. The National programme
opens at 12.30 p.m. instead of 3 p.m.,
as 'has been customary hitherto. An organ
recital by. G. D. Cunningham from the
Queen's Hall will occupy half an hour, ami
at I p.m. Reginald King's Orchestra will
broadcast from a studio until 2.15 p.m.,
whe!1 a re~ital of gramophone records ,will
be given until 3 o'clock. From then on a
normal Sunday programme will be heard.
::\Ir. A. /1.. Harrison will, on June (>,
contribute a talk in the series "Holidaying
with Our Ancestors," when his subject
will be "\Vith the Monks in Yorkshire."
Number T\\·clve of "Songs from the
Shows," \Yhich National listeners will hear
on June <) and H.egional listeners on the
previous clay, brings the present series to
an end, but it is hoped that these programmes will be revived after the summer.
The final "Songs from the Shows" will
include a number of the most popular
items from previous programmes in the
senes.
A third music-hall programme will be
given on June I I. The artistes engaged
for this show are Jose Collins, Terence
McGoveran and his International Accordion Band, Jol~n Tilley, G. H. Elliott,
Nosmo King and Partner, and Jenny
Howarcl.
A feature programme entitled "Summer
Days" will be broadcast by the Midland
Studio Orchestra on June I3.
The formal opening address by His
Eminence the Cardinal Legate and a
message to the Pope will be relayed in the
National programme on June 22 from the
Pro Cathedral, Dublin, on the occasion of
the thirty-first National Eucharistic Congress.
Jack Hylton's Band are to give another
studio broadcast on June 24.
Their
programme, which will consist of many of
the numbers which they have made popular
on British and Continental halls, will last
an hour.
A concert will be relayed from the Pump
Room, Bath, on June I4, when the compositions of Christian Carpenter will be given.
A \Vclsh pr6gramme will be given from
Swansea on June 15, and the Ystalyfera
Town Prize Band will play.
The monthly \Velsh religious service on
the Daventry National wavelength will be
taken from Horeb Welsh \Vesleyan
Church, Colwyn Bay, on June I2.
Murray Ashford's Entertainers will give
a concert from the J ephson Gardens,
Leamington Spa, on June 17, when some
interesting artistes will be heard.
A vaudeville programme will be given,
on June r8, when the Carroll Sisters and A.
J\Iar ks will take part.
The first concert given by the Birmingham Philharmonic String Orchestra will be
broadcast from Queen's College, Birmingham, for :i\lidland Regional listeners on
June 14.
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EMPIRE
MELODY
MAKER
\Yith Vall·<'' a11<l ('alJiiiC't.
Ca:-5h Price £6/8/6.

10;'•

i

CASH-C.O.D.-H.P. Immediate Delivery
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THREE VALVE
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE

f. cossofi·. ··;·~~·:·~~~&·~·~·;c.... ··~·~·~;;;;~.... :~:.·;;:;··~~
l MAKER, Type 235. Complete with Va!Ye8
~ nwl t'al,inet. ('a..;h Prke £9/9/6.

17/'4 [:

L}!~~~{!~~~:.Lil!,:~mn!a~tlU!I:,l.~~~~~~}~.~.~:u.,l~~~~~~!;~~~~--~~llu!~~~:aaaap~ol•~•J'~'""J

..

..

P ETO-SCOTT
TABLE GRAM
CABINET

n:siior'''';~·~~~~·~·;~·· '"';~·;;~; ·;:····~~~~: ~·~·:.:,~;"!
~ Valve~

and Cald1wt. An amazing 60 station
: ~et det-l'ril ell l y ..'la.\amp in Ttt·llits, l\lay 7,
: 1 o::~

Ca8h l'riec £31510.

: 13alaHrf' in 11

monthly payment~ of ·6/-.

·

6/ :
-

only

~

SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY PETO·
SCOTT himself at
the
request
of
"Amateur Wireless." A handsome
Tablegram Cabinet
constructed throughout of the finest
selected figured oak
faced
laminated
wood. Built by expert cabinet makers
1n our own Works
and
hand French
polished by skilled
piano finishers.

_

S"lrPER'""V::;n·I(·('T~""t;~;u"~\"."c~~~"";;j~;;:-j~;~i:lJ;~~·"""S';.~~;('"
val\'P:-i, t·aLinet, sveak('f, ami mains eqnipnwnt.
C•"h Price £15/11i3.
Bala lW<' in 11 monthly pay1iH'nts of 211/6.

28 '6
/
only

!'ia:u·E...sPoT·..·~;;~-~~·;"·u·~i~....;~~..··~:,;:~;...i
!
:
i

CHASSIS, TYPE 100U.

Cash Price £1/19/6.
BaJanre in 7 monthly paymr-nt:i of 5;5.

5/5 :i
only

!

~IIIUlrl&lii<IDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIUI.I<IUIIIIIIIliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUII .. IIIIUUD~IIIIniiiiiiiiiiiiDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU~

ATLAS

A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.24t.
Three tapping:K, ~.U., detl•etor and powPr.
Output, 120 volb at 20 m.a. Cash Price £2/19}6.
llalance Ill 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
ATLAS
A.C.188
ALL- MAINS
UNIT.

2 variable and 1 tixPd tappings. Trickle charg-e~
2, 4 or 6 v. at .5 amp.
Cash Price 116/0jO.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11 f-.
BLUE SPOT
PERMANENT
MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER R.100, with input
transformer.
Cash l'rice 113/15:0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.
'
CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER with impregnated
diaphragm and dual-impcU.anec input tranK-

former.

CaKh Price £2/7/6.

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.

EPOCH A2 PERMANENT MAGNET MOV·
ING-COIL SPEAKER. Fitted with multi-ratio
input transformer.
Cash Price 113/3/0.
llalancc in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
EPOCH d.l. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER with 3 ratio input transformer
Cash Price 112/510
Balance in 11 month:y payments of 4/2.
R. & A. "100" PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. Complete with multiratio i11put transformer.
Cash Price £2/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.

Rrll<l

5/6
only
Sen<l

Cash

11,/• c.~~D

30'-

Worth 4:•1·

only
Hcwl

Fitted with back

~;;x~~-E

6/11

i
l
W.B.

Send

6/6

KIT "A"

only

input transformer.

Cash Price 12/12/6.

llalaJlC<'· in 11 monthly payments of 4/10.

'

'

Author Kit, less Valves, Cabinet, )lotor,
l'ick-up and Speaker and Batteries.

~~-~-or l£2 16 61
rl-::-::-:
K 1=:-c=-=l=="s=--1
T BT
thepostman~wepaypostcharges

4/2

1 Peto

or 12 .monthly payments of Sj2.
Selected c.o.D. Lines-You pav

.

on orders value ot'er JQj ...

ScQ/t Tablegram cabinet
,,
.•
..
,,
1 R. & A. lo1tdspeaker, 8-ln. diaphraom (Type 50) . •
1 Cabaret triple-sprl11g mo!or
.•
..
.•
.,
3Valt'e.!asspecijied:1,PM1HL;1,PM2D.Y.;1,PM:!..-1

only

Send

5/4
l
l

4/10

SIMPLE SUPER

only

KIT "A"

Send I

l
5
! CCA.OS.HD.or
:

PU.OT ENVELOPE
SELECTIVE FAIIIILY 3
containing
FULL-SlZE
BLUEPRINT. 5 .CHOT0:
GRAMS, and List of parts wit~ details of newly

~~venl;A~~ifle:, s~~Aft~~ B~;t_iEnst~~~~viir

C'i>'£'T"o:·sciii'T"iiii."'L:T'D-:""77:iiii;·;;aii:·r;;N·oorn:c.r-~

' ?: ' : ':~ ~~ ~: c""" :"::•:~ :

Described in" A.W."
April 16th.

Author Kit .less Valves and Cabinet

I£8 8 0 I

Or 12 monthly
. payments of 15/5.

KIT BITS

-S'lJiDIIor
•

£61 0 0

Selected O.O.D. LineR. You pay the postmalt-u:e pay all posl charges
on orders ot•er 10/•.
2 Liuen dual-range coUs • •
,•
••
,,
••
••
13
IYearile combined tllree-poilll switch and 23,000-ohiiJ rcsisla~tc~
6 0
Specified t'alt'fls • •
••
••
.•
__
•• 3 0 0
Specified cabinet (fitted witA back 2/6 extra) , _
.• 1 0 0

1

only
Senc\

l';!lllllllllllll~llaaniiii<111111111Un~~•.,.,•~UD~IIIII!~"•••••allnn•n•.,•nu""'ln''""lllllllllln~••nnaJiunnn ..:

1'
1~~

6

0
9

Author J\it, less valve:; and Cabinet

to specification. CASH or C.O.D.
Or 12 moittloly payments of ll/11
KIT BITS

5/9

only

Selecttld O,O.D, line~. Ytm pay tile postman -we pay aU post cJuuges
on orders Olltlr 10!J.B.four·!faug .0005-mfd, t•adable condenser • •
•,
• , 1 17
Wea1·itejour-coil super-het wtil (fl.L.:i:l) tJnd tu.·1, srtper-het coils
tcilh chassis and swilch
3 19 6
Set o.f tpecified t'ah•es. •
3 8 9
Specified l'eto-Scott cabl"e'
.. 1 1 0
,P.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIO.OIIIIIIIII~·IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIaiiiiiiiiDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'

for which I

::;~~:~~~ -~ ~-·~ ~ ~ ·~ ~ ~- -~-~ ~ - ~-~-~~-~:~::~:~:~

ADDRESS ............................................ .

:SAME •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••

A.W.

ADDRESS ...... , ........................................ .

enclo>~e
£ .•••·••••••.•.. ~ ............ , ..•. d .... , ..
CASH/H.P. Deposit.
NAME ................................................ .

4/G/32.

. .......................... , .... , ....... , ..

0

16

.

Send

5/4

1 10

1 15
1 2

aml Speaker Equipment. Panels and
terminal strips ~eady drille~
Complete with ready drilledpanell-=:=--=~=-=--==-1

I

only.

,•

HOME-LOVER'S ALL·ELEGTRIG 3

only

a'&'i>.'iiiiA'R'o"'"i'ri'o'iiiifioii'''"6'R'A'aiioi=ito"N'£"""""'';

i MOTOR. l!'or A.C'. Mains. Model 202.
: 1\Iouuted on 12-in. Nickel Motor J>Jate v,rith
S fuJ~y automatic r~cctric ~;tartiug: and stoppin~
: switch. Cash Pnce, 12/18/6. Balance in 11
! Monthly payment~ of 5/4

~

only
Send

Send

5/9

'oiiii<OGIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIII<IIIUIIIIIIII!llllll:lllllll. . llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll..ll'f

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL
SPEAKER. Type P.M.4. Complete with Transformer.
Cash Price £2/2/0.
Balance iu 7 monthly payments of 5/9.
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER P.M.3. Complete with 3-ratio

r£r"lte.';~·
I I . ·.

GOLD
DIAMOND
ON
EVERY CABINET.
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT

only

ruirR'A·..~;;;;····;·~·~·;;;;;;~..··;~·;~·~·;..··~;.;~·..; KIT "A''
!
5/
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with input transformer.
Cash Price £2j15JO.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/-.

Reg•l. De..;ign.

1:.=:==:=:.

1::::::::

.

Parts as indicated .................•...• , •. , •• - •. , - •.......•

for which I enclose £ .•..••.•••..... ,s ..•. , ••.•••.•.••• d ....•

CASB/B.P. Deposit.

west end"sho:~;;;;-;:7z'H-;;;Hoib;~c:i"---: 5 :.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A. W.

4/fl/32.
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A Programme Point
lR,-May I be allo\\-cd to differ with the
~-__
"Programme Pointer" in a recent
issue? In it you suggest that the B.B.C.
should invite "singers" of operatic standard to sing the choruses \\·ith the B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra. Nm\·, sir, in my opinion,
diction is the chief thing in singing. \Vho
could have clearer diction than Sam Brown
of Ambrosc's or AI BmYC\' of H.ov Fox's
Band? Andthevdon'l1c'obblc!
As I write, a -soprano is supposed to be
singing "Lon:'s Olcl s,vect Song." Had it
not" been for the \Yords "] ust a song," she
might have been singing in Chinese !
Admitted, there arc good and l>ad danceband vocalists, but for every bad one there
arc ten or more horrible classical ones. So
please leave your singets "down to opera
standaru" to their "·obbling Italian.
-\V. \V. (Southampton).

S

"Dusting the Heavi:oide Layer ''
II{,-\Vith reference to the paragraph
entitled" Dusting the Hea,·iside Layer"
in AMATEL'R \VmELE:;s of April 30, the
follo\\·ing observations made at my short\\ave radio station G5CV may be of
iuterest to you.
Two-\\·ay communication "·ith U.S.A.
and Canada was regularly maintained on
the ql\1C (2o-mctre) band up till April 9,
when, for a period of u cla~·s, no contact
was made, and very few transatlantic
stations were heard. Even the pcm-crfnl
commercial stations working at either end
of the band were \H'ak a nu often inaudible.
On April 12, however, I \\·as in communication with CE7AA, situated right in
the south of Chile, near the l\'fagellan
Straits.
He reported conditions <:'xtraorclinarily poor. A few clays later both
ZS2A of South Africa and VKzBR of
Australia were worked, and my signals
were reported so loud that I was able to
"put over" telephony in each case.
The above results rather tend to show
that the effect, if anv, of the immense
cloud of ashes, most -likely carrying an

S

. .

..

~· ;~~; ;~;;·;;~~~~ ~~~;~·~~""""""'f
f'leas:J write roncisely, ~i,•in~ f"Ssential par·
ticnLtrs. A Fee of One Shillin~ (postal onbr),
a stamped addressed envelope, ~nd the coupon ou
tLc last page must nccompany all letter:>. Tb!
tollowint; points should Ue noted.
·
·
Not uiorc than two question3 should be sent

"ith anv one letter.
·
The cfesignin~ of apparatus or receivers cannot
be undertaken.
I\locliftcations of a straight{orward nature can h~
made to blueprints, lmt we reserve to ourselve3
tLc ri;;llt to determine the extent of an alteration
tco come within the scope of a query. Moclification.i
tr:• proprietary receivers and designs published Uy
coB temporary jouruals cannot be undertaken.
J<eaUcrs' sets and components cannot be tc;;tcJ
~t this office.
Headers desiring: specific informa·
tion 1.1pon any problem should not ask for it to b~
ruLlished iu a forthcoming issue, as only querie.;
of gc-ncrat interest are published and thesn only at
our discretion. Queries caunot be answered. by
tclcphon~ or personally.
H.eaclers orderi11g l'lueprinb and requiring
t(cbnical information in addition, should addre:;::;
a separate letter to the Query Department anrl
conform with the rule:;,
Glllllllllllllll:llllllllliiiiiiiiiiiii1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI111111UIIIII1IIIIIfl11111!)

electrical charge, was to lengthen the
"skip" distance, for the above stations
were situated in the extreme South.
Although there was nothing strange in
\Yorking Australia, for this station has
recently worked manv YK's, it wao; the
first tirne that I ha,:e worked CE7 and
ZS.:::. Cape Town, Africa, is also difficult
to rc:cch from London. You will note that
the above elates coinciclP very nearly with
the volcanic eruptions in South America.
-P.D.\V. (London, W.)

Mains Hum in Ali-A.C. Receiver
IR.-I have been trying. for the past
three months, to eliminate mains hum
in an all-A.C. receiver, and must now own
myself beaten.
The set is a perfectly
straightforward one incorporating two
S.G. valves, a detector and a super-power
vah·e. I have tested each valve for anodecurrent consumption and these are working
just under the makers' specified figures. l\Iy
mains unit rectifier is capable of supplying
about 10 milliampcres more current than
that being consumed by the valves.
I
have introduced additional smoothing, both

S
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by condensers and by a further smoothing
choke, but I have failed to get rid of the
hum. I have even considcr.~cl trying an
electrolytic large-capacity condenser in the
smoothing circuit, but do not 1\ ish to go to
the expense if it is not likely to give the
desired results. ·Can. you suggest somE
possible causes for the troubl·"·
.,-R. W. (Hitchen).
If you ate getting direct interaction between
your mains transformer, smoothing choke, or
inter-valve L.F. transformer, any of these
faults might conduce to your difficulty.
Furthermore, if your mains transformer or
smoothing choke has loose laminations in the
core, you "·ill have some difficulty in getting
rid of hum. \\'e suggest you try altering the
disposition of your iron-cored components with
respect to each other and if this does not cure
the hum, we suggest you hav·~ your mains
transformer tested or replaced. If you re,idc'
in a district which has a local ,.ub-station for
rectifying the A.C. into D.C., you will need lu
introduce power-type H.F. chokEs between the
rcctil1er of your mains unit and -_he smoothing
circuits. A choke should, for preference, be
arranged in each lead, positive and negative.
and two 4-microfarad condensers should be
arranged on the smoothing circuit side of the
H.F. chokes in the follO\\'ing manner. One
terminal of each condenser should be connected
to the smoothing circuit end c·f each choke
whilst the other terminal of c<.ch conclensc·r
should be connected together and then taken
to earth. This arrangement \\'ill tend tc
obviate modulation hum, shoul,J this be the
form of hum about \\·hich }'Oll CC•mp!ain. ---ED.

Automatic Bias
IR,-1 ha,-e been reading the recent
1...
article. on "Scrapping ti1c Grid-bia"
Battery," and I would like tu incorporate
this arrangement in my" Ten-station Two,'
"·hich is giving very satisfactory results.
Can you please tell me what alterations are
necessary?-\V. S. (Croydon.)
You should first disconnect the lead connecting the G.B. terminal on the L.F. transformer
to the G.B. battery (wire 22) and also the
L.T. lead (wire r8), and the G.B. positive lead
(wire 19). Kow connect the G.B. terminal on
the L.F. transformer to the H.T. lead and to
one side of the biasing resistance. Then
connect L.T.- to the other end of the biasinf!
resistance. The value of the biasing resistancl
depends on the particular type and make ot
;-alve you arc using in the out?ut stage. A
l\Iullard P:\l2A valve as specified would
require a resistance of about 700 ohms, a Cossor
22oP would rE>quire Soo ohms and so on.-Eo.

S

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMMES
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NEW!
alvJ.--t••~[llj[•J•~r~

METAL RECTIFIERS
AS from JUNE 1st, 1932, the following NEW Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers will be available for
constructors' use, AND THE H.T. 8 WILL BE REDUCED IN PRICE FROM 21/- TO 18;6.
L.T.
TYPE
LT. I
L.T.2
L.T.4
L.T.5

I

H.T.

D.C. OUTPUT
VOLTS
I AMPS.

0.25

6.0

6.0
6.0
12.0

I

PRICE

TYPE

10,6

H.T.9
H.T.IO

0.5

11!-

1.0
1.0

13,'15/-

I

300
200
JSQO

H.T.II

14()0

Details of these new units are given in our booklet, "The All 11etal VI/ay."
application "Dept. A.W."

THE

WESTINGHOUSE

82, YORK

ROAD,

BRAKE

KING'S

D.C. OUTPUT
VOlTS
m,A
I

&

j

60
100
120
150

PRICE

21/21f-

35/-

Send a 3d. stamp for a copy, marking your

SAXBV

SIGNAL

CO.

LTD.

LONDON,

CROSS

N.1

FOR THE
SHORT WAVES
d.B. SHORT-WAVE
MODELS (S.L.F.)

\\.i th '' D" Type slm."·-motion.
Ratio 40·1. Extremely smooth adiqn.
Ab-;olutely silent 011 sbc)rt waves. Extra
wide spacing Let \H'Cil Yancs.
Prit·cs,
LOmpkte w1th dial.00{)1
12 (,
.110015
12'6

.tJOU~5
12.'&
Pla£11 lyf'<'", r.·lll.ollf dials or slmt! motion

mcc/tal!ism, 8}- ecu'll.

,J.B. NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER.
T~e

most n:.iputc rapacity ~hanges made
w1th ca:-c. Slotted 'knob alftnys a screwdriver to be u..;ed as extension handle.
Maximmll capacity, ~0 m.mf.; n:inimnm
capacity, 1.5 lll.Hlf.
!'rice 3,&

Non-rotating name. Extra
Cross-hole for solid
large ·clamping area.
Slot and nut to eliminate
tags or wire.
soldering. · 2 B.A. Stem.
Price Gd. eaeh.
TYPE · • R:' Rotating name. 4 B.A. stem.
Price 3d. each.

PRECI-SION -

INSTRUMENTS
AdL't. of ]ackscn Brothm. 72. St. Thomni Stml,

Lmdo1J, S.E.I.
.tidt•ertitcment of Bt•Uitrg d- Lf'f', Ltd., QtifeUGWdf/

Telepfw.«:

H>~-

1331

W~rb,

l'ondrn End, .M iddletJc..c.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by ] . H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E.
SHIELDED WIRING
N interesting type of metal sleeving
designed for the shielding of the
wiring of radio apparatus is that made by
Messrs. Cleary of North Woolwich. It
tonsists of a close spiral of heavy gauge
tinned bare wire into which the connecting
r.·ire is inserted. The inside diameter of
the spiral is .064 so that the overall
diameter of the wire used, including
insulation, must not exceed this figure.
The sleeving appears to fulfil its purpose
admirably, and it should be of particular
use in all circumstances where a strong
cable-like job is required.
Metal wire sleeving has a variety of
applications amongst ·which may be mentioned the . shielding of grid and anode
leads in receivers which are unstable due
to the close proximity of these two, the
shielding of gramophone pick-up leads,
and the connections between the radio and
amplifier sections of a radio-gramophone.
The sleeving can be obtained with or
without the connecting wire, and the
prices are 3d. and 2 Yzd. per foot respectively.

A

LOEWE TUBULAR CONDENSERS
E have tested this week two samples
of the new Loewe range of tubular
paper condensers, type C0.3o, which
includes condensers having capacities varying from .oooo5 microfarad to .02 microfarad.
The condensers are provided with
wire ends thus making them suitable for

W

A compact fixed condenser-the Loewe

including directly in the wiring scheme of
the receiver. The condensers are enclosed
in stiff bakelised paper tubes, the ends of
which are specially shaped to protect the
cores against damage. The test voltage
of these condensers is 1,500 volts D.C., and
the insulation resistance about I,ooo
megohms. A tolerance of plus or minus
zo per cent. is allowed on all capacity
values, but closer tolerances can be supplied to special order. The overall dimensions are 1 Y4, in. in length and approximately s/16 in .. in diameter.

The samples tested were rated at .004
microfarad, the actual measured capacities being .0037 and .0036 respectivelyfigures well within the rated tolerance. In
use we have found the condensers quite
satisfactory, and they can be recommended.
The retail price for all values is 6d. each.

a spare supply of fuse wire
the plug itself. The body
porcelain and the cap which
spare fuse wire is of moulded

NEW BULGIN VALVE HOLDERS
E have recently received for review
two samples of the new Bulgin valve
holders. This holder is made in two types,
four pin and five pin, and the contacts
are constructea of phosphor-bronze, giving
a contact length of approximately Yz in.
A very firm contact is obtained, resulting
in an extremely low contact resistance, a
point which may be of some importance
when using some of the modern valves
having high filament currents.

is carried in
is of brown
contains the
bakelite and

W

Crabtree mains plug with integral fuses

lined with asbestos. It is rated at 250
volts 5 amperes, is very well made and
can be recommended for general use.

TWO-WAY WIRELESS
N two-way wireless, special provision
must be made to allow a listener to
''break-in" on the conversation, in the
same way as in ordinary telephony. If the
transmitter and receiver are close to each
other, as they are on a ship or in an aeroplane, the outgoing carrier wave would
"paralyse" the receiving circuits if it
were kept constantly in operation. One
One of the new Bulgin moulded-type
can, of cours~. use a change-over switch to
valve holders
shut off the local transmitter durino
The valve holders are built up on reception, and vice versa, but in moder~
moulded bakelite bases, the contacts installations this is done automatically by
being completely enclosed by the moulding, the mere act of speaking.
thus making it impossible to insert a
'!he local transmitter is normally kert
valve incorrectly. Small, neat terminals qmescent, but as soon as the listener berrins
are provided on the edge, and these are to speak into the microphone, a part of
nickel-plated and slotted to allow the use the voice current is diverted into a separate
path, where it is amplified and applied to
of a screwdriver for tightening.
The valve holders retail at gd. for the a control valve, which brings the transfour-pin type and 10 Yzd. for the five-pin mitter into action. A delay circuit ensures
that the control valve is released a fraction
type.
of a second before the main spE:ech current
reaches the modulator, so as to prevent
CRABTREE MAINS PLUG
A VERY important and often neglected the first word from being "cEpped."
B.A.R .
.t'-1.. part of mains-operated apparatus is
the plug forming the connection to the
supply. It is essential in the interests of
The Yorkshire Mummers will again be in
safety and neatness that this link in the the North Regional programme on June g.
radio chain should be of good quality. A
very interesting and possibly unique mains
The Promenade Concert by the Halle
plug has just been placed on the market Light Orchestra, conducted by Alfred
Barker and broadcast in the North Regionby Messrs. A. J. Crabtree & Co., Ltd.
The main point of interest of this plug al programme on June 6, will be entirely
is that both poles are fused separately, and orchestral.

I
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·PostcarCJ·
Racti6
Literatu-re
-···-·---·--·-·-------··
GET THESE CA1'ALOGUES FREE.
Here., Obser1-·er'' 1·eviews the latest ~and
folders isstu~d by we-ll-known manufacturers. lj
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE,just send a postcart{giving the inde.~
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature.'' "AMA'rEVR WIRELESS... 58-61.
Fetter Lane~ E.C.4. ,. Observer'' will see that
you get all the lite-rature you desire.

EVERYTHING RADIO
EASIEST TERM-S
r·siiioTii"v~:i:-i<iTi::ii;;;rr;t;;ti.o;·;.;iiii;·~~·.n~;·-&"';;d""1

28/6 :!
j~aM:J:!!~~~~-~.!.!!:~!~~~~1:!=:-~.~~l.~:•--••na?!~!!...Ru.i
: V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION. With With :
. 10/ !
: Yal res, less cabinet.
i
Cash Price £5/10/!t.
- !
: main~, induding valvt~, ('abinet, ~peaker, and
i :-.\.C. mains equipnwnt. Ca;sh Price £15/11/3.
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Balance in 11 monthly paymc1Lt::; -of 10;1. order

~····

..

.,.

l 234. With Valves and Cabinet..
:
Cash l'riee £6/8/6.
! Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.
.."'"""""""

10/- i:

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.
~~~: s:a~~ SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS,

order
With

ord<~r i
Curing Boom
r··c:oiisi:i'R"·A·.:·.::"E'i."icr'Ric'M'E'i.'O"iiv""r.;'A·K'E"R~"'vtu;····:
HAVE come across many speakers which : Type 235. Complete with Yalves aml 17/4 i
Cash Price £9/9/6.
J
give poor results because they are not 5 ('abinct.
fitted with an effective baffle. A new book, t . . ~:!:~~~~~~~~!~...!~... ~~~~~!-!~;,~u~!~.~!~!!!~u~:·...!!~!:...?;.,~;.,:.J
" The Doom of Boom," has just been scn t r··;:w":'s~·.:'E'RM"Aii'Etir"iW"A'.;·;.·t:T'"M'ii'Yi;jii:coii:'"w'rt'h$
SPEAKER P.M.3. Complete with 3-ratio input 4/10 :
me by McNcill & Co., Ltd., the makers of i~ transformer.
Cash Prke £2/12/6.
!
order i
the Howe Box Batile kit. I am sure it will i Balance in 11 monthly pa~·mcnts of 4/10.
interest you if you arc in doubt about the ii""&·-A-~·:;'Qii~~··j:E'fii¥if:N"f.'N"T··;i;:6·;;E'i"M"iiv:··;viit;··~
ING-COIL SPEAKER. Co111pletc with multi-ratio 5/4
cHiciency of your speaker reproduction.
input transformer.
Cash Price £2/17)'6.

...........................................................................

I

773

New Loewe Catalogue
You should have the new 31/32 Loewe
catalogue, because it gives reviseu details
of speaker units, pick-ups, multiple valves
and, of course, the \Yell-known Loewe
condensers and vacuum resistanccs. This
is a useful catalogue for home constructors.

774
Excel Terminals
Useful terminals, wander plugs, ;.ml
connectors of all kinds, are dealt with in
the new Collctt folder. Coltags for marking
battery leads are very handy ancl prevent
burnt-out valves, owing to an H.T. leacl
being mistaken.

775

The Lively-0 Again
Back in I<)2l), Oldham introduced the
''air-spaced" H.T. accumulator, and I sec
that the latest Lively-0 H.T. units incorporate this method of construction. Why
not get the new description literature from
Old ham? It may help you out of an H.T.
difticulty.
776
Some Junit Parts
Here is a useful folder from J uaii:. Set
constructors "·ill be interested in it. Valve
holders, terminal mounts, mains transformers and chokes, switches and complete
set chassis; they are all described and
illustrated.
OBSERVER. 777

1

Caoh Price £1/19.'6.
Bahlncc in 7 monthly ].Ja.yments of 5/5. '
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COil.
SPEAKER. TJpe P.M.4. Complete with Trans·
former.
Ca•h Price £2/210.
1
l~alancc in 7 montlliy vaytw~uts cf 5j9.
ORMOND PERM ~NENT-MAGNET MOVINGCOIL CHASSIS(No. 464). \Yith inputtranolornwr.
Caoh Price £3'5;0.
galaw:-c iu 11 monthl~· payments of 5/11. '
CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT-MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, with impregnated
diaphra:,:;m awl Uual-impcdancc input tran::;formcr.
l'a~h .Price £2/7/6.
llalancc in 7 monthly payments of 6/6.

5/5
ordt>r
With

5/9

order
With

5/11
order
With

6/6
order

r··iiL.'T'R"A''iiiij:"p£iiiii'A'N'£N'T':iii'A"&ir.·£·T"·ii1o'V:"""Wiii~···s

i
:
l

5/

ING-COIL SPEAKER, with input_translormer.
Cash Pr~ce £2/15:0.
Balance in 11 monthly paJments of 5/-. ·
order

~ ................ " ............................................................. _

BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER R.100, \\ith input tranoforuwr.
Cash l'riee £3/1510.
Balance in 11 monthly paymPut~ of 6/11.
CELESTION MOVING-COIL SPEAKER R.P.M.12.
l'umpletc with ~tev-tlowu tran~furm~;>r.
Cash Price £7/0/0.
llalancc in 11 monthly paymentsDf 12/10.
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER P.M.1. Complete with input tran;fimner.
Cash Price £6/0.'0.
Balance in 11 monthly jlayments of 11;..
·
ATLASA.C.188ALL-MAINSUNIT. Twovariaule
and one fixccl tappiugs. Trickle charges 2, 4, or

!
:
!

...... .!

With

6/11
onier
With

12/10

G v. at .5 amp.

t;.'tsh Priee

order
With

11/ ~
order
With

11 / ...
£6/0/0..

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11;....
ordrr
*ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.244. With
Three tappings S.G., detector, and m:nver. Output, 12()volts at 20 m.a.
Cash Price £2/19.6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
'
order
EPOCH .J.1 PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER with 3 ratio input transform.cr.
Ca.~h Price £2/5 0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/:Z.
· ·
only

5/6

4/2

Any items advertised in this journal sent C.O.D.
If value over 10/- sent all C.O.D. charges paid.

···:rc;··..iiiw·. ·:rlr.tis. ··slit:Es. . cei'. .~.= ·=.
Major J. B. S. Bourne-l\Iay will be the
commentator for the ceremony of Trooping
the Colour in honour of the King's birthday
which is to be broadcast on June 4·

56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4

Please send me (a) Free 1932 Catalogue
(b) ............................. .for which I enclose

first payment of £ .... ..... s .......... d ......... .
Recently the sub-committee of laymen
appointed by the Welsh ReligiQus Advisory
Council held a meeting at Shrewsbury to
advise on the selection of places of worship
and preachers for the montt'v \Velsh
scrYic~

Name ............................................... .
Address ............................................ .

~= :

.......................................... A.W. !/6,':12
............................................ , ............................. !':

~matturW~

EASY

970

PAYMENT.S

"There's No Place Lik~ HOLMES"

The first firm to supply Wireless parts on cas.y payments.

Seven years advertiser in "Amateur Wirele,.," ThousanJo
ol satisfied cwtomers.
Monthly
Deposit Payments
TELSEN VICTOR 3 KIT 39/6 5/ii
7 of 5/S
COSSOR KIT • •
..
£6/8/6 101· ll of 11!11
OSRAM KIT ·..
.. U0/151· 19/6 11 orl9i8
METEOR·3 KIT • • £3/15/• 6/10 11 of 6/10
EXIDE H.T. Accum .. 120v.£3
6/•
9 of 6/8
BLUE' SPOT 66R AND
· CHASSIS
..
£21218 516
9 of 4/6
BLUE SPOT lOOU
3916 5/8
7 of 5/4
AMPLION M.C.6
..
6716 715
9 of 7/5
CELESTION M.C. Speaker 47/6 5/3 9 o£ 5/3
EKCO Eliminator A.C.IB
67/• 7/5
9 of 7/5
Parts for ••Triple Three,"' ••cosmic,'' Telsen Kits, etc.
New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send us n list of the parts ycu require and the paymentJ
tlwt will suit your c:onvcnicnce, nnd we will send you a
c!dinite quotation. Anything Wirel~ss.

H. W. HOLMES,

29 Foley Street, Gt. Portland St., London, W.1.
Phone: J.llusewn lll-1:.

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
\Yith Input Transformer, Bell Cone, Aluminium

Chassis. The best ot the 1931 apeakers for y-our aet
at a. cut price.
Jensen, 6 v., for lJattery sets, 25/·.
Dynoplus ditto. 30/·.

B.T.H. R.K., 220 v., D.C., 4/J/•.
Jensen A.C., 120/250 v. input and mains tr.'lns·
formers and recUfl.er. Listed £5 lOa. Few new
at 55/·.
TRANSFORMERS. Interva.lve Marconl-Ericsson
equare type. List 12/6. Sale, 2{6. Sifam Power
Amplifier type, all new and boxed, 4/9, Both
guaranteed 12 months. Western Electric Output
Transformer, 2-1 ratio, 2/6. Five Parmeko Big .

Power Transformers, 25 cycles, 200/250 v. Input,
with outputs of 4 v., 5.5 v., 7.5 v., and 5JO v. each
centre tap. List £4 lOs. Sale, 45!·.
CHOKES. Big Parmel<o i amp., 15/·. B.T.H., med. ta.p, 12/8.
li:lectramonic Screened, 10/•. Igranic, 8/6. Varley Double, 4/8.

Small Eliminator, 1/6. ·
·
CONDENSERS. All values up to 10,000 volts, at half price. T.C.C.
arid Sterling 2 mfd. fOr 400 volts, 1/6. 4 mfJ., 3/·. 8 m!J., ~/8. 10 mfd.,
10]6. 1,500 volt, l mfd., 4/•.
'
~18

ELECTRADIX .RADIOS

Upper Thames Street, Lo,don, E,C,4

MANUFACTURERS & CONSTRUCTORS,

A

UNIVERSAL

VALVE

For A.C. and D.C.
The

OSTAR GANZ

HIGH VOLTAGE VALVES and
Field Rectifiers are now available. Voltage up to 250 volts.
New prices and full details from:

Eugen FORBAT,
c{o NIVALIGHT LTD., 1 Rosebery Avenue. E.C.2

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:FREE
A Luxury :
:
Wireless Set :
=,or components of equivalent value. =

=
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• Wonderful offer to introduce the Radialaddin Club.
• m·;" fo' pa>·ticular~. RADIALADDIN CLUB, Dept••
: A. W., 47/48, Berners St., London, W.1. Museum 1821 •

SET CRACKLING IS ANNOYING!
IF IT'S YOUR

SWITCH
FIT THE

"BUSCO" SWITCH

and ens ore perfect awitch contacf r

Thera is no contact point to· tutu
round, and when you •• swit~h·on"

you Mra contact lika a power

·They

.~; ~ c~:;~'l

the hlfarior

type Lut lar auper10r in· operation.
From vour loctJl dealer.

JUNE 4, 1932

BROADCASTING STATIONS
Broadcasting Stations classifi.ed Ly country an·d in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of uotter comparison,
the power indicated is thaf of the carrier wave.
KiloStation and
Pm,·er
hilaStation and
Power
I<ilo·
Station and
Power
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycles
Caii Sign
(Kw.) Metres cycles
Call Si;;n.
(Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN
307.4 976 Radio Vitus ...... 1.0
416
721 Raclio Maroc
25.5311,7 sr Chelmsford
also on 43.75 m. (6,865 Kcs.)
(Rabat) 6.0
(G5S\V) 10.0
3!5
950 Marseilles......... 1.6
and 32.2G m. (o.Joo Kcs.)
211.3 r,420 Newcastle......... 1.2
3~9.7 910 Poste Parisien ... 85.0
NORWAY
214.31,400 Aberdeen ......... 1.0
V45.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
235.5 1,27 4 Kristianssand ... 0.5
242.3 I ,238 Belfast .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.0
370
8ro Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
2-!0.6 r,247 StavJnger ......... 0.5
261.6I,I47 London Nat ....... GO.O
384.4 779 Radio Toulouse
8.0
i:i05.4 8::0.9 Dergcn ............ 1.0
288.5 r,o4o Swansea ... ...... 0.12
447·1 67I Paris (PTT) ...... 0.7
364.1 815 I'rederiksstad ... 0.8
288.51,040 Plymouth......... 0.12
testing on 7.0 Kw.
495-8 Vos.rTron(iheim ...... 1.2
288.5 r,o40 Edinburgh .. .... 0.3
465.8 644 Lyons (P'l'T) ... 1.5
1,083
277 Oslo ............... 60.0
288.5 r,o4o Dundee............ 0.12
568,3 528 Grenoble (PTT)
2.0
POLAND
288.5 I ,040 Bournemouth .. . 1.0
1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower ...... 1:J.5
214.21,400 \Vars"v (~) ...... 1.9
288.51,040 Scottish National50,0
1,725
174 Radio Paris ...... 75.0
235 r,283 Lodz ............... 2.2
301.5 995 North National 50.0
GRANDDUCHYofLUXEMBURG
312.8 959 Cracow ............ 1.5
309.9 g68 Cardill ............ 1.0
1,250
qo Luxemburg (temp,) 1.0
335
8g6 Poznan ............ L9
355.9 843 London Regional 50.0
GERMANY
380.7 788 Lvov ............... 16.0
376.4 797 Scottish Regional 50.0
31.38 9.560 Zeesen ............ 15.0
·403
734 Katoovice ......... 12.0
398.9 753 Midland J{egional 25.0
217.1 I,]83 KOnigsLerg ...... 0.9
566.1 529.9 'rV1lno ............ 16.0
480
62 5 North
!{egional 50.0
218.5I,J73 Flcnsburg ......... 0.6
1,411.8 212.5 WarSlw ............ 120.0
1,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat.) 30.0
219.91,364 Cassel ..... :"!'..... 0.25
PORTUGAL
AUSTRIA
232.21,292 Kiel ............... 0.25
241.6 r,24r,80porto ••.••••• 0.25
49.4 6,072 Vienna (UOR2)
0.3
238.91,256 Ntirnberg ......... 2.0
28~.2 r,o63 Lisb?~ (CTlAA) 2.0
218 1,373 Salzburg ......... 0.5
253.1 1,185 Gleiwitz .
~.o
also on 42.0 m. ti:·r) and 31.25 m,
245.9 r,220 Linz ............... 0.5
259.3 r,157 Le1pz1g ....
~.0
( > •)
285.2 r,osz Innsbruck......... 0.5
269.81,113 Bremen ....
0.2
ROMANIA
352.1 85> Graz ............... 7.0
276.51,085 Heilsberg ...
CO.O
391
761 Buch.uest ......... 12.0
453.2 666 Klagenfurt ...... 0.5
283.61,058 Magdelmrg
0.5
RUSSIA
517
581 Vienna ............ 15.0
283:6 r,o58 Berlin (E)......... 0.5
348.8 86o Lenir_grad RV70 20.0
also testing on 1,253.3 m. from 7.0p.m.
28J,6 r,o58 Stettin ............ 0.5
358
838 Moscow (Exp.) ... 15.0
(Mon., Wed., Sat.).
318.8 94r Dresden ..
0.25
378
792.5 ~1osc•)\V Regional 20.0
BELGIUM
325
923 Breslau ........ ... 1.5
385
779 Stallllgrad ...... 15.0
360.6 Bp Muhlacker ...... 60.0
389.6 770 Archangel ...... 10.0
208.3 1,440 Antwerp ........ ; 0.4
372.2 8o6 Hamburg ... ...
1.5
42!.3 707 Moscow·Stalin ... 100.0
208.8 I,437 Liege {Seraing) ..• 0.15
389.6 770 Frankfurt......
1.5
449.4 667.5 Odessa RV13 ... 10.0
215.31,393 Chatelineau ...... 0.2
419.9 716 Berlin ........
1.5
473.2 634 Sebastopol ...... 10.0
215.5 I 1 J93 Brux:elles
453.2 662 Danzig .........
0.5
502.4 597 N!Jnt Novgorod 10.0
Conference 0.2
472.4 635 Langenbcrg ...
co.o
720
416.6 MoSC)W (PTT) oo< 20.0
215.51,392 Liege............... 0.1
632.9 563 Munich ............ 1.5
82!.2 364 S\·erc.Iovsk RV5 50.0
22l.41,J55 Binche ............ 0.3
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern ... 1.5
849
353 Rostov (Don) ... 4.0
242 1,240 Liege (Exp.)...... 0.1
559.7 536 Augsburg ......... 0.3
937.5 320 !{harkov (RV20) 25.0
269 1,115 Liege (Cointe) ... 0.4
566
530 Hanover ......... 0.3
968
310 Aln:a-Ata ........ , 10.0
283 1,o6o Brussels (SBR)
0.5
569.3
527
Freiburg
.........
0.2S
1,000
300 Le.mngrad ......... IOO.O
337.8 888 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
1,634.9 1S3.5 Norddeich ...... 10.0 1,032.6 290.5 ,I~1ev .......... 25.0
609.3 589 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0
1,634.9 183.5 Zeesen ............ 75.0
1,071.2 280 I1fhs ............... 25.0
BULGARIA
-IIg.J KOnigswuster~
1,103
272 MosC,)W Popoff .•• 75.0
:n8.8 941 Sofia (Rodno Radio) 1.0 2,525
2,900
103.5
hausen.
(press)
15.0
1,171.5
256. Taschkent ...... 25.0
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
4,000
75 ditto
1,250
240 Bakou ............ 40.0
68 5,172 Prague ............ 0.5
HOLLAND
1,260.5
238 Novosibirsk ...... 10.0
249.6 1,2or.8 Prague (2) ...... 5.0
296.1 1,013 Hilversum• ...... 8.5
1,301
230 Mosc•OW (Trades
263.8 r,137 Moravska·
Unions) 165.0
Ostrava 11.0 1,071.4 280 Schevcninr;cn·
Haven 10.0
also on 50 m. (6,ooo Kcs.)
279.4 r,074·2 Bratislava ......... 14.0 1,875
160 Huizen ............ 8.5
1,380
217.5 Novosibirsk ...... 100.0
293 1,023 Kosice ............ 2.5
•20 Kw. Station testing
1,482
203
MoscrJw ............ 100.0
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) ... 35.0
HUNGARY
also on 46.6 m. (6438 Kcs,) ·
488.6 614 Prague ............ 120.0
1,428
Budapest
(2)...... 3.0
1,600
18;.5 lrkutsk ............ 15.0
210
DENMARK
550
545 Budapest (1) ...... 18.5
SPAIN
281.21,067 Copenhagen ...... 0.75
ICELAND
251 1,193 Barcdona (EAJ15) 5.0
1,153
260
Kalundborg ...... 7.5
1,200
250
H.eykiavik ......... 10.0
267.6 r,rzi Valencia ......... 8.0
also on 31.51 m. (9,520 Kcs.)
IRISH FREE STATE
348.9 86o Barc<!lona(EAJ1) 8.0
ESTONIA
224.41,337 Cork (6CK) ...... 1.2
379.8 790 Seville (EAJ5) ... 1.5
298.2 1.oo6 Tallinn ............ 11.0
413
725 Dublin (2RN) ... 1.2
411,5 729 Madrid (EAJ7) .. , 2.0
465.8 64J Tartu......... ... ... 0.5
ITALY
428
701 Madrid (Espaiia) 2.0
FINLAND
25.4 rr,8ro Rome (2RO) ...... 15.0
456.6 557 San !iebastian
291 1,031 Viipuri ............ 13:0
247.7 r,zrr Trieste ............ 10.0
SWEI>EN(EAJ8) 0.6
291 r,oJI Tampere ......... 1.0
274 1,095.sTurin (Torino) ... 7..0
368.1 8r5 Helsinki ......... 12.0
280 1,071 Bari (testing) ... 20.0
231 1,301 ll!alrr_o ............ 1.25
312.2 961 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
257 1,166 Horby ............ 10.0
1,796
167 Lahti.. ............. 54.0
FRANCE
318.8 941 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
307
977 Falun ............ 0.5
219.91.364.1 Beziers ............ 0.5
332.2 903 Milan ............ 7.0
321.9 932 Goteborg ......... 10.0
232 1,295 Fecamp ......... 10.0
368.1 815 Bolzano ......... 1.0
435.4 689 Stockholm ...... 55.0
237.2 1,265 Bordeaux441
68o Rome (Roma) ... 50.0
541.5 554 Sundwall ......... 10.0
500.8 599 l 11orence (Firenze) 20.0
Sud·Oucst 2.0
770
389 Ostersund......... 0.6
249.61,201.8 Juan·les·Pins ... 0.5
542
554 Palermo ......... 3.0
1,229.5 244 Boden ............ 0.6
255.11,176 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
LATVIA
1,348.3 222.2 Motala ............ 30.0
265.41,130 Lille (PTT) ...... 1.3
198.5 1,510 Riga (tests) ...... 10.0
SWITZERLAND
271.5 r,ros H.ennes ............ 1.2
625
572 Riga ............... 15.0
2H.1 1,229 Basle ............... 0.65
286 1,049.1 Montpeilier ...... 0.8
LITHUANIA
245.91,220 Bern•' ............ 0.5
286.7 1,046·4 Radio Lyons ...... 10.0 1,935
I 55
Kaunas .... ........ 7.0
403
743 Sot tens ............ 25.0
293.7 1,on.5Limoges(PTT) ... 0.5
NORTH AFRICA
459.4 653 Beromuenster ... 00.0
304.9 984 Bordeaux (l'TT) 13.0
M3.3 825 ..1 Algiers (PTT) ... 10.0
700
395 Genua ...... ...... 1.25

~

OUR
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in
this Journal should
make full use of
our Blueprint Service and avoid all
risk of failure.

llalford's 01/cll Slotes, or.

BUSBY & CO., LTD. (Patentees\
Dopt. A.W., PRIQE ST., BIRMINGHAM

Advertisers Apprecz'ate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

E. d. HERAUD
(Ilept.A.W.7l,

Number One. Edmontoa
London, IUS.
Branc1te1 tzt f'Q[ten1uJm_
W Ut hamstow and Enfkl4
lt'.uh, EMab'd 32 uear1,
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}fy WiRElESSDEN
Weekly hints-conslruclional and
theoretical
by W. ] am~s.
THAT SLOTTED VANE
ANY gang-tuning condensers have a
slotted vane in each section. The
sections cannot be made in the factory to
have equal capacities over the whole range,
and so it is necessary for adjustments to be
effected in the test room.
The bottom of the framework ht;>lding
the sections is nearly always open so that
the plates can be reached through the
bottom as \Yell as from the top.
First, the minimum value is measured
and the sections are, if necessary, adjusted
to the desired value. Then the moving
plates are turned a few degrees and the
capacity of each section is tested again.
Adjustments are made if necessary, and it is
here that the slotted end Yancs are so useful
as it is so easy to bend a section of a vane.
The testing and matching of the parts
of a gang condenser is quite a big job.
SBmetimes half an hour is spent on one
condenser. It is advisable not to touch the
~ections unless accurate test gear is available. The makers will usually test a
condenser for a small sum.

M

VALVES FOR POWER
DETECTORS
\Vhen does a grid-circuit detector become
a ·' power'' detector? This is a question
that cannot be answered \Yithout reference
to the Yalve used, how it is used, and to the
power stage fDllowing it.
You often see the term '· power'' detector
used in connection with a detector that
must necessarily deal with weak signals as
the stage is fnllowed by a transformer and
a valve l1aYing a bias of quite small value,
•uch as less than 9 volts. This is a \Yeak
'ignal detector. As such, it usually distmts signals.
A properly designed power detector, on
the other hand, distorts but little. 1t
usually deals with strong signals, has a
high anode voltage and passes a heayy
current. The output voltage of audi;J
frequency will usually fully load a small
power Yalvc with only a simple form of
coupling, such as a choke or resistance.
A high-ratio transformer is not necessary.
Better results may often be obtained froi11
,;ome sets by fitting a transformer of lower
ratio between the detector and power valves
as this means that the detector must deal
with stronger signals before the power valve
is fully loaded. In a local-station set,
anyhow, a low-ratio transformer is worth
trying.
U~ING UP CONDENSERS
There are times when out of a number
of condensers· there is not one of the right
capacity. You can very often, however,
connect two or more of the fixed condensers
and produce the capacity desired.
If you join condensers in parallel the
total capacity is the sum of the separate
values. Thus, with a .0005, a .oor, and a

.oo2 joined in parallel, the total capacity
is .0035.
To join condensers in parallel you connect
one terminal of each with a wire and then
the other terminals with another wire.
You can connect two separate r-m.icrofarad
condensers to form the equivalent of a
2-microfarad, and so on.
If you opened a large condenser, such as
a ·4-microfarad, you would probably find
there were two separate condensers of
2 microfarads each in the case, being joined
in parallel. The larger condensers are
nearly always composed of sections connected together.
CHATTERING SPEAKERS
A moving-coil speaker that is reproducing
at fair volume is capable of causing strong
vibrations.
You have probably noticed how the
\valls of a thin cabinet vibrate and, in fact,
how a table upon which a set is standing
"·ill vibrate "·ith the stronger notes.
It stands to reason, therefore, that if the
loud-speaker is not carefully fitted, the
fixing screws may chatter and cause annoyance. It is always necessary to fit a
moving-coil loud-speaker quite firmly with
the object of avoiding little troubles such
as the one mentioned of chattering.
If necessary, the unit should. fir~t be
fastened to a: stout board, this, in turn.
being fitted to the. cabinet. There is likely
to be trouble if the loud-speaker is too near
the valves. Sound waves may so affect
the Yalves that noise>; or lH)\Yling are heard.
To pack the valves \Yith cotton wool or
to adopt some other similar "cure" is
not always satisfactory. It is better to
place the loud-speaker in such a position
that no troubles of this nature are produced and this may want some doing in a
compact set. lf vibrations through the
cabinet or chassis reach the valves, then
steps must l)e taken to break up the .-ibrations in the cabinet, and perhaps t,o n1mu1t
the chassis upon ruhher.

.·'""~~~;~~,···~·~~~,~~·~. .:::;;'~~·~·~''"'"!
If the aerial wire from a tuning coil
or condenser to the terminal on the
baseboard is very long, then take cate

it does not come too close to other
parts or .stray capacity may upset
results. The lead shown here is
enclosed in stout insulated sleeving.
....................

.,..,_.,.~. . . . . . lo_rNI _ _ _ .,..." _ _'*' __ "_.....
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Protect your set, your home,
your family from injury by
lightning.
Fit a "GARD" between your aerial
and earth. lt only takes a minute
and protects for all time. No interference with your reception cf radio
entertainment. Fit a "GARD" now
and forget to switch off when lightning plays. "GARD" keeps it outside
From all Dealers, or
post free for 1,'6

~matwrWu-~
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dtaling with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. 1t is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and 1 s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted,) addressed to
,
~'AMATEUR \VIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
PA,TENTS.-Trade Marks. "Advice llandlJook"' free.n. '1'. King, 1\egd. l'atent Agent, 146a Queen Yictoria
Street, J. . ondon.
WIRELESS AS A CAREER.-Tt,ose already engaged in
the radio industry and those who would like to ol>tain
employment in this interesting profession should write for
n copy of our booklet, sent post free without obligation.Northern Counties Wireless School, 55·57 Guildhall Street,

J.>r('.ston.

*

ALUMINIUM Sheet for home constructors, rh in., l/8,;
iu., 3/e per square foot, carriage paid~· Screens aud
Chassis supplied. Estimates free.-Minns, 19 Woodthorpe
Road, King's Heath, Birmingham.
HALF-PRICE BARGAINS, all guaranteed perfect THREE·GANG 0.0005 Tuning Condensers by Polar, as
used in Ekro Station Dial Rrceiwr, split end vanes, with
or without slow-motion drive, 10/6, post paid.
l:KCO R.S.3 Mains Transformers, 210·250 volts, 50 cycle,
4 volts 4 amps., centre tapped, 4 volts 2 amps. rectifier,
325·0-325 at 85 m.a., 1 5/·, post paid.
POLYMET Electrolytic Condensers, 8 mfd., 435 volts
working voltage, 4/6, post paid. SATISFACTION or
Money Refunded.
GILBERT INDUSTRIES, 619
J,ondon Road, Westcliff·on-Sea, Essex.
TRANSFORMER, G.E.C., input 100-250 ,.olts, 40·60 cycles,
output 275·0·275 40 milliamps, list £2/12/6, original pack·
ing, unopened, 8/6, C.O.D., carriage paid.-Kay, 287 City
Road. Islington, RC.l.
"AUTOKOIL" ALL-WAVE TUNER, ns specified for "A.W."'
" Ten Station Two "', 200·2,000 metres; 12{6 post paid.
Det,.ils and Free Circuit for stamped enve ope.-A. W
RamlJling, Hd., 16 Alfred Place, London, W.C.l.
SUPER 60, complete with six B.V.A. valves, less calJinet'
£3/15/·.-Box 57, "Amateur Wireless," 58·61 Fetter
Lane, E.C.
WIRELESS COMPONENTS.-All makes supplied. Special
discount home constructors. Also Cabinets. New leaflet
ready.-Send to Imperial Radio, 18 Surnmerhill Street,
Birmingham.
WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL BUSINESS FOR SALE,
South Coast, Including modem charging installations. New
Morris Minor Van and varied stock. Good accumulator
charging round. £300, or consider partnership.-Box 3,
"Amateur Wireless," 58·61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4.
liERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY.-The Hiker's Two,
Author's Kit, .30/·; Recommended Kit, 23/6. Lists free.
-Melford 1\adio, Holmes Avenue, Hove.
BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-List free with 3·valve diagram.
Three·Yalve Kit, with calJinet and Marconi Yalves, 47/6;
8.'1'.300 Kit, 45/·; Cosmic, 45/·; Simple Super, 126/·;
Century Super, 76/·. Any kit supplied. Mo<IPrn com·
ponents taken in part exchange. Transformers from 3/3.
Dual Coils, 4)·. Panels, 14 lJy 7, 2/6. Valves, Eliminators,
Speakers (moving coil D.C. and P.M.). Accumulators.
All smaller parts at very keen prices. Quotations per
return.-Butlin, 143b Preston 1\oad, Brighton.
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY.-Amplion Six New
Cabinets, soli<l walnut, 22 lJy 16 lJy 9 in., take speaker,

electric or battery chassis, 14/~ each. \Vorth £2. Splendid
Microphones, Skindcrwiken type buttons, gua~auteed, 6d.

each; post 2d.-Wilson, 1 Devonshire Mews, London, W.4

OAK CABINETS.-Beautifully finished, hinged Ji<l,
14 lJy 7·by 10 in., 7/6; 16 lJy 7 or 8 in. and 18 by 7 by
10 in., 8/·; 21 by '1 by 10 in., 9/6. BaselJoards, 6d.
Refunded unsatisfied. 18 by, 7 lJy 10 in. CalJinet,
Permcdl Panel; and Baseboard, 14/6, C.P. Other sizes
stocked. Quick dispatch. Fret Fronts, Ilafftes. Speaker
CalJinets from 9/·. Trade supplied. All kinds of radio
apparatus. Send for " Guid~ to Wireless;" 1/·.-lf., S.
GilJson, 90 Ilurnlcy Road, Amsdale, Lancs.
.
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." Thls:ls a lJook vou
must not miss. It contains brilliant articles lJy Prof. A.' M.
LOW. o~ Employment Supdt., etc., shows how to pass'
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.l.C.E., A.lii.I.A.E., J.E.E., M.I.M.T,
Matric, G.P.O .. and all other Exams, and outlines over
100 Home-Study Course~ in air branches of En!(ineeriug.
Send for your copy to-day. FREE and without obligation.
We alone-guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE." JlRiTISH
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, 109
Shakespeare House, 20 Oxford Street, London, W .1.
EARN £5 WEEKLY in your spare time" doing wireless."
Particulars free. White's, A.W., 49 Alwyn Avenue
Chiswlck, London, W.4,
'
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H. T. ACCUMULATORS CORRECTLY CHARGED by
Rpecialbt.s, abo complete H.T. rwd J~.T. Hire Srrvicps,
delivery O\'Pr wide area.-Anrlo~· Radio, 36, Hincl~
mans Road, East Dulwieh. 'Phone: New Cross 4074.
Charging Confrartor:-; to ('amUerwdl Council and Official
Oldham Service Station.
Exp~ess

NEEDLE " SCRATCH''
GOOD deal of what is called surface
noise, including needle scratch, in
gramophone reproduction lies between
3.ooo and 4,ooo cycles, so that the use of
"scratch" filters is liable to lead to a
sacrifice of some of the essential musical
frequencies between these limits. Recent
investigations have shown that the hilland-dale method of recording-as first
used by Edison-lends itself more readily
to scratch-free reproduction than the
standard laterally-cut sound track. For
this reason we may yet see a reversion to
the earlier type of record.
B.A.R.

A

Mr. Packwood, of Castle Bromwich whose
announcement appeared recently in AMATEUR WIRELESS under Box 58, is requested
to communicate with the Advertisement Department, AMATEUR \VIRELESS,
58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C-4-

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Publi~hed on Thursdays and bear•
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to .. Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord·
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver•
tisement Manager. or The Publisher, "'Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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i LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,<EBTA~\~~ED
§! 1t 1 OAT LANE, NOBLE ST. 1 LONDON, E.C.2
-

..

..

High Grade
RADIO GRAMOPHONE
CABINET
of ex:cJw::h·e modern de:lign, l1and·
made and lJoliHhed, on (luecn
Anne legs.
Pigured Oak,
• . £4
Fignred Walnut or
Mahogany
. • £5 10
(Carriage Paid.)
Illustrated Catalo(lue Ft'f't>.
Cabinets made toordera.'3pe<.::Ul.llty.

GILQERT
Cabinet Maker,

SWINDON
Estd 1866.

.-TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES - New Prices: Jars 1/3, Sacs 1/2, Zincs 1 Od. Sample doz.
18 Volts complete with bands and d.ctrolyte 4/1 post9J.
lllw. booklet free,

Bargain list free.

A. TAYLOR; 51,Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

A\Y27-+
AW2~8

AW309
AW315
A\\'330
A\\'336
AW33S
Wl\1241
Wl\1253
Wl\'1260
WM265
W!\127~

. . Wl\1286

Square Peak Three (SG, D,Trans)
..
••
35/- Three-vah·er (D,2RC)
••
•,
,•
Baby Three (D.RC, Trans)
.•
••
1932 Ether Searcher (SG,D,Pcn.)
..
..
Wide World Short-Wave Three (D,RC Trans)
New Favourite Three (D,RC. Trans) '
•.
Home-lover's All-electric 3 (SG, D, Trars )
The P.\V.H." Mascot" (D,RC, Trans) .
Home-lover'• Battery 3 (SG, D, Trans)
£8 Radio-gram (SG, D. Trans)
Five-point Three (SG,Trans) . .
.•
New Brookman's Three (SG.D, Trans)
Five-point Short-waver (D,RC, Trans)
Band-pass lnceptordyne (SG,D, Trans)
Ether Marshal (SG,D,Trans) . .
•,
Meridian Short-waver (D,RC, Trans) . .
Five-advantage three (D,RC, Trans) • ,
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans)
•.
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans)
..
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic G.B.)
New Economy Three (SG. D, Trans)
,•
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans)
,•
Transportable Three (SG, D, Trans)
,,
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans)
..
..

AW29J
AW32J
AW324
AW325
AWJJl
AW334
AW335
AW337
AW34l
AW34J
\Vl\1212
Wl\1218
Wl\1223
Wl\1244
Wl\1247
Wl\1256
Wl\1257
Wl\1258
\\'M25Y
WM262
\VM263
WM270
Wl\1271
WM288

••
,.
•.
..
,.
•.

AW322
AW328
AW340
WM252
\Vl\1280
WM284

SIX-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Century Super (Super-het)
••
•·•
, , AW287
A. C. "Century Super " (Super-het) , ,
A W295
,
.,
Mains Unit (1/-)
,
,'.'AW295A
Super 60 (Super-het)
••
•.
.•
Wl\12 '9
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super-het)' WM2J9
A.C. Super 60 (Table Model)
Wl\1245
Super 60 (with Wearite base)
WM249
Super 60 (with Lewcos base)
Wl\12'1
1932 Super 60 (Super-het)
..
..
. . WM269
1932 A. C. Super 60 (A.C. Super-het) . .
. . WM272

SEVE_N-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Semor (Supe':-het)
..
..
. . \Vl\1256
Super Semor (\Veante base and Lewcos coils)., WM26l

PORTABLE

Town and Country Four (SG,D,RC, Trans) WM282

AMPLIFIIiRS (1s. each)
AW296
:: AWJOil
AW319
\V!\1264
\Vl\1275
\VM2S1
. . \Vl\1277

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

A.W." Tone changer (6d.)
AW28S
"A.W." Selectidty Unit (6d.)
A\V290
A.C. Trickle Charger
.•
AW31l5
Am~teur's L!n~n Speaker
AW307
D.C.ILT. Umt . .
..
AW312
Output Unit for Pentode Sets
AW316
Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor
•.
..
. . AW326
Short-wave Super-het Adaptor . •
..
. . AW329
Ether Searcher Hadiogramophone motor board
A W333
" A.W.". Short-Wa\'e Adaptor . •
AW339
Big H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains • •
Wl\1230
Loud-speaker Tone Control
.•
..
WM234
"W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud-speakec
Wl\1235
Two-Minute Adaptor for Short \Vave~
WM240
Super 60 A.C. Unit
\VM248
A Simple l\Iains Unit
Wl\1283
Voltage Regul~tor
..
..
.•
. . WM285
Short-wave D1rector (6d.) (wavemeter). .
Wl\1287
C~p~es of the. u Wireless Magazine n and o! .. Amattar Wir~leu !, COD·
tam1ng descriptions ol most of thue sets can be ohtaine:l at 1s 3c1 a :1
4d: respectively, post free; Index letters ''A. W." refer to
Wtreless" seta and ••w,ll." to "Wireless Magazine."

uAua,ten

Address letters :

ur

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept.I s1-11L111d11,
Fatter tane
E.C.4.

t1 mateur· Wu-~f\
\:

. . A W304
• . A \\'327
. . AW344

THREE-VALVE SETS (1s. each)

"

AMPLIFIERS 30/•• 3 VALVE ALL-STATION SET£i.

• . AWJOS

TWO-VALVE SETS (1s. each)

A<ld-on H.F. Screened-grid Unit
••
yniver,s,al Push-pull Amplifier . .
.,
A.W. Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
Quality Amplifier (DC), 1/6
.,
..
A-P-A (Power Amphfier for A. C. l\Iains)
A-P-A Radio Unit (SG,D)
•.
•.
Economy Gramophone Amplifier
..

The ACME of
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Sample unit 6d.

.•

Twenty-shilling Two (D. Tr:ms)
The Room-to-Room 2 (D, Trans)
Big-volume Two (D, Pen.)
Two Star 2 (D. Pen)
.,
The 25/- Two (D, Trans)
Ten-Station Two (D, Trans)
.,
Big-Power Melody 2 (D, Trans)
..
Ever Tuned Regional Two (D, Tr3ns)..
Station-finder Two (D, Trans) . .
..
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans) . .
New Economy Two (D, Trans)
Family Two (D, Trans) . .
Economy A. C. Two (D. Trans)
..

'J'ELI!.'PJJON E; Jfaliollal1971

Estir::tates Free.

..
..

FIVE-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

the Le~t and cheapeo;L form of High Tension supply
where the elettric liB"ht maiu8 are not available.
Send Use of requirements, and quotations tt•ill be se1tl bv relurn.
~
1'1·ice lisl FRME o" rrquesl.
This

.•

ONE-VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Easy to Build One
.•
Short-wave One-Yalver • .
B.B.C. One·\·alver

A.C. Britain's Super (Super-het)
,,
James Short-wave Super (Super-het) , •
Simple Super (S!'per-het)
•.
•.
Regwnal D.C. Five (SG, D, RC, Push-pull)
I?eal Home Super (Super-het) • •
,,
Easytune 60 (Super-het) • •
..
,,

Carriage clmrgeJ on all orders from 8c()tlrmd.

=:1
=
=

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
1931 Crystal Set . .

FOUR-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

stocks and can give PROMPT DELIVERY.
~
12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH·TENSIO~ ACCO'MD'LATORS (12) volt' :::::
5,000m/a), Largecapac-itytype, Cash Price
••
£3 15 0 g
Or 5/.. with order an•l 10 monthly paymenhof?/11.

E!

Ii!i

0

0

When ordering, please send Postal Orler NOT STAMPS

The £3 3s. Four (SG,D,RC, Trans) • .
. . AWJOJ
The £3 3s. Four (Improved Model)
•.
• .AW303A
Everybody's Radio-gramophone..
AWJ 10
Four Star 4 (SG,D, RC, Trans)..
• . AW318
50/- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) . .
..
. . AW33 l
Five-Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) • •
• . Wl\1216
Brookman's Three-plus-one (SG,D,RC, Trans) WM233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans)
• , WM266
Quadradyne (2 SG, D. Pen.)
•.
,,
, , Wl\1273
Double Bar;>d-pass. Four (SG, D,RC, Trans) . , WM274
Everybody s Radio Gramophone (SG, D, RC
Trans) • •
..
••
,•
,,
, : WM276
A.C Quadradyne (2 SG, D.Pen)
••
•. WM279

EASY TERMS

fl WE a:lP~~ce~; ori~~ ~n q::~~t:redRat~i~ro~ec;~e';an~ ':X~:::i:

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

FEE 1/-

V

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturday
.JUNE 11, 1932

JUNE 4, 1932

Ill

Full constructional details of the

"Multi~Mag

Three,"are described in the WIRELESS MAGAZINE,

June issue, now on sale. This is a set that will be
talked about.
Although it ~mploys only a
detector and two L.F. stages, the sensitivity and
selectivity are amazingly pronounced. The "Multi~
Mag Three" is a set for the man of limited
means, but it has, at the same time, performance
approaching that of a far more elaborate and
expensive set.
Get YOUR copy of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE
TO~DA Y, and learn more about this startling
new receiver.
STATIONS RECEIVED ON THE MUL,TI-MAG THREE
L00:G WAVES
Stution
Dial
Oslo. . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Kalundborg.. . . . . 85
Moscow . . . . . . . . 106
Motala . . . . . . . . . 113
\Yarsaw.
. . 123
Eiffel Tower. . . . . 128
Daventry National 138
Zecsen......... 146
Radio Paris. . .
153
Hilvcrsum. . .
163

l\IEDlt.1:\l WAVES
Station
Dial
Fecamp.......
48
Nurnberg...
59
Tricste......
65
Leipsig.......
7t
Lond~n ~ational.
73
Turin.... . . . .
78
Heilsberg . . .
79
Bratislava.. . . .
81
North National.
92
Po.ste Parisien. .
103

Station
Dial
Milan ........... 105
Brussels . . . . . . . . . I OR
Brno ............ 110
Strasbourg.. .. .. . 112
London Regional 115
MOhlacker . . . . . . . 117
Toulouse. . . . . . . . 125
Frankfurt . .
. . . 127
Midland Regional 13!
Sottens .•........ 133

Station
Moscow ........•
Stockholm. . . . . . .
Rome..........
lleromuenster . .
Langcnberg.. ..
North Regional. .
Prague. . . . . . . .
Florence...
Brussels. .
\'icnn:l.. . .

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
JUNE ISSUE ON SALE TO-DAY
OF ALL BOOKSTALLS & NEWSAGENTS

PRICE 1 '-

Dial
139
143
145
1SO
155
157
159
163
165
167

,. .
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~ Bo, ' 'OU ta ll< so· mud; you ' s jes' like a loud speaker'~
" Yea h- A Blue SfJot Loud SfJeal<er "
11
A n ' w 1ty should you liken yo' self to a Bhte Spot Speaker, Midnight?'~
11
.•
Cause A h'm alw ays worth. listcnin' to, fella h."
Blue Spot lOOD has converted scores of antiwireless fanatics into wireless enthusiasts.

For it is manifestly impossible to persist in "

~

trotting out the old sneers about "canned n
music and ~' mechanised " voices after you have
beard Blue Spot lOOD.
. •

~

_,

T his remarkable speaker reproduces so perfectly
that "mechanics " are forgotten in the pleasure
of listening to the Jiving l'ersonality of the
SPEAKER IN OAK uf.
speaker: Every inflection of the voice, every
characteristic mann~rism - is heard "ro the life." As with voices, so with music :
it is a p::~sitive delight to sit ba~k in your chill and lose yourself in the grandeur of
a n:i;ljestic overture, the sweet sibilence of a violin sonata or a· vivacious p ianoforte
- rendering. There is no note in the whole musical scale t11at is not perfectly
reproduced by 100D.
A call at your dealers, and a practical
demonstration, will win a new friend for
this wonderful speaker. . Go to-day.
c3tal?gue A.W:37S, ~will be. sent post iree
on request.
J

.

I

BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/ 9& ROSOMAN Sr., ROSEBERY AV .. LONDON, E.C.t

~

Ttkphonc : ClirkMwe/13.570.
Ttlt!ir(lmS : "Bluospot, !sling, l..cndotr."
Distributors for Northern En&land, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. RAWSON
(Siielfield and London). Ltd., 100, Lond'on Road,S~effield : 22, St. Nary's Parsonoge,
Manchester : 183 . Gcorgc Street, Glasgow.
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